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ABSTRACT 

 

This study aims to draw and discuss parallels between the humour of kyōgen that is depicted 

in the play The Delicious Poison, and theories about humour as a behavioural mechanism. 

Using existing theories about humour and Japanese dramatic aesthetics as a foundation, the 

research commences from the following questions: Based on the text and the stage directions, 

what possibilities do kyōgen actors in the play The Delicious Poison have to use dramaturgic 

comic devices to cause a humorous reaction among the audience? What are these devices and 

why do they work the way they do, theoretically?  

Based on a collection of qualitative data from both primary and secondary sources, the 

script of The Delicious Poison was translated and analysed using the theories presented. It 

was found that the most prominent humour devices used in the play were those of doxa 

(recognition or prior knowledge), exaggeration, and comprehension-elaboration (element of 

surprise), along with the escalating structural principle of jo-ha-kyū (introduction, 

development, climax). Future research including analysis of kyōgen plays of other genres, is 

however needed to confirm the correct use of the theories and the findings.  

 

SAMMANFATTNING 

Denna studie syftar till att dra och diskutera paralleller mellan den humor som uppstår i 

kyōgenpjäsen The Delicious Poison, och teori om humor som en beteendemekanism. Genom 

att använda existerande teorier om humor och japansk dramaestetik som grund, har studien 

utgått från följande frågor: Med manus och scenhänvisningar som utgångspunkt, vilka 

möjligheter har kyōgenskådespelare i pjäsen The Delicious Poison att använda sig av 

dramatiska komikgrepp för att framkalla en humorreaktion från åskådarna? Vilka är dessa 

komikgrepp och hur fungerar de teoretiskt sett? 

Av analysen framkom det att de mest framträdande komikgreppen som används i pjäsen 

är doxa (igenkänning och föreliggande kunskap), överdrift och uppskattning-

elaboreringsmodellen, samt den eskalerande strukturella principen jo-ha-kyū (introduktion, 

utveckling, klimax). Det skulle emellertid vara nödvändigt med framtida studier inkluderande 

analys av kyōgenpjäser av andra genrer, för att bekräfta kredibiliteten hos de teorier som 

använts och de resultat som framkommit. 
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要約 

拙稿では狂言の『附子』で発現するユーモアと態度的な機構としてのユーモアにつ

いて理論との類似点を比較し、論議を行う。存在している理論及び日本の伝統的な

演劇美学を使用し、研究は以下の問題から開始する： 

• 台本とト書きをもとにして、狂言の『附子』に登場する役者は演劇的なお笑

い工夫でユーモア反応を引き起こす可能性はどこで表れるのか。 

• この工夫はどこでなされて、なぜ理論的に機構が働くのか。 

一次資料と二次資料から集めた定性データをもとにして現れた理論を使用して、

「附子」の台本は翻訳され、分析された。分析から明らかになった結果によるとユ

ーモア工夫はドクサ（認める事）、誇張、理解力詳述モデル（意外性）である。そ

の他、序破急という日本の伝統文化の構造的な概念も重要である。今後の研究に関

しては、理論や分かった結果を確認するため、他種の狂言を分析する必要がある。 
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A Note on Language and Translation 
 

Addressing the usage of Japanese words 

For the romanisation of Japanese words, the revised Hepburn system has been used. With the 

exception of well-recognised words and names, long vowels are expressed with a macron. 

Japanese, Latin and non-English words are italicised.  

For Romanised Japanese words, the word is provided in kanji characters in the annotations 

along with a translation, in the case that the translation is not relevant to the topic discussed.  

          Japanese names are written in Japanese standard form with the family name first and 

personal name last. Western names are written in western standard with the first name first 

and the last name last. The names of kyōgen plays are primarily written with their translated 

English title in italics and the characters of the play in Romanised Japanese. 

All translations are made by me unless stated otherwise.  
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1 Introduction and focus of research 

In recent years it has become apparent that kyōgen, despite being one of the first theatre forms 

to reach the Japanese islands, has fallen into the shadows of historically more popular 

entertainment forms such as nō and kabuki.1 This revelation in itself has started a current of 

studies on why kyōgen as a topic has been underestimated by the academic world for roughly 

six centuries.2 Japanese historian Kobayashi Seki writes that although kyōgen for a long time 

has been a neglected art, it was especially so during the time of the Meiji Restoration.3 The 

houses of kyōgen and nō had been under the patronage of the Tokugawa shogunate, so when 

Emperor Meiji was reinstated as political leader, the houses lost their source of income, and 

ultimately were dissipated and brought to an end. Kobayashi writes that high-ranking 

supporters of the dramatic arts tried to revive nō, but not kyōgen, as the new rulers of Japan 

“ended up inheriting something akin to the Confucian morality that denies warai (laughter), 

as seen in the saying, ‘For men, a smile on one cheek every third year is enough’.”4 Instead, a 

few kyōgen houses were reinstated on their own accord, bringing kyōgen theatre to the scene 

as we know it today.  

When I studied as an exchange student in Tokyo, I was introduced to the scene of 

Japanese traditional theatre. In class we were shown videos of performances of kyōgen 

theatre, of which The Delicious Poison was the most rememberable, and I became curious 

about why I, a youth from across the world, would find Japanese medieval humour so 

entertaining. I wished to not only know about, but understand, the Japanese theatre and 

audience culture, and participate in the movement that promotes academic studies in the art of 

kyōgen.  

This thesis draws and discusses parallels between the humour of kyōgen that is depicted 

in the play The Delicious Poison, and theories about humour as a behavioural mechanism. It 

aims to contribute to current research on kyōgen comedy and encourage future inquiries about 

kyōgen and its existence in the world of Japanese traditional theatre. The research questions 

are therefore phrased as the following: 

 

 

 
1 能: nō [nō, skill]; 歌舞伎: kabuki [kabuki, art of singing and dancing]; Ken Kirihata, “Kyōgen Costumes.” 

in Miracles & Mischief, p. 161. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Seki Kobayashi and Shinko Kagaya, “Kyōgen in the Postwar Era.”, p. 149. 
4 Ibid. 
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Based on the text and the stage directions, what possibilities do kyōgen actors in the play The 

Delicious Poison have to use dramaturgic comic devices to cause a humorous reaction among 

the audience?  

What are these devices and why do they work the way they do, theoretically? 

 

2 Background: about kyōgen 

Kyōgen is a form of comic traditional Japanese theatre and is considered one of the oldest 

forms of theatre in Japan that is still being performed today.5 It is most notorious for its one-

act skits, hon-kyōgen, but is also often performed as interludes of comic relief, ai-kyōgen, 

between the emotionally deeper, darker and more spiritual nō plays, and less often as kae-ai –

alternative interludes of plays within nō plays themselves.6  

Kyōgen as an art form was developed during the fourteenth century but has roots in the 

theatre form of sarugaku and furthermore, dengaku. 7 These roots of kyōgen are shared with 

nō theatre.8 In the eighth century, sarugaku was brought from Tang dynasty China to Nara 

period Japan. It was enjoyed by all social classes and was most often performed in the 

proximity of shrines on special occasions, such as holy days.9 According to British academic 

and writer on Japanese language and nō drama, Patrick O’Neill, sarugaku was most likely a 

general term for a range of entertainment forms, and as it was integrated into the Japanese 

entertainment culture, native Japanese dances and songs were added to the performances, and 

later forgotten as individual art forms.10 Among these entertainment forms in the sarugaku 

repertoire, several nō and kyōgen pieces were included.11 In contrast to sarugaku, dengaku is 

however less clearly defined, and scholars are not consentient of its description, but a 

common conception according to several sources is that it was an art form of ritualistic dances 

and songs to appease the gods for plentiful harvest, which were performed in rice fields.12  

 
5 Ken Kirihata, “Kyōgen Costumes”, p. 160.; 狂言: kyōgen [kyōgen, mad words].  
6 Carolyn A. Morley, “Kyōgen: A Theater of Play.” in Miracles and Mischief, p. 148 & 152.; 本狂言: hon-

kyōgen [base kyōgen]; 間狂言: ai-kyōgen [intermittent kyōgen]; 替間: kae-ai [alteration intermission]. 
7 Ibid., p. 147.; Gary B. White, “Contrast in Comedies.” Shōtoku Gakuen Joshi Tanki Daigaku Kiyō, vol. 38, p. 

80.; 猿楽: sarugaku [monkey music]; 田楽: dengaku [field music]. 
8 Carolyn A. Morley, “Kyōgen: A Theater of Play.”, p. 147. 
9 Patrick G. O’Neill, Early Nō Drama, pp. 4-5. 
10 Ibid., pp. 4-5. 
11 Ibid., pp. 85-86. 
12 Ibid., p. 26.; Gary B. White, “Contrast in Comedies”, pp. 80-81. 
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Due to the connection of origin, it is inevitable to mention and draw parallels between 

nō and kyōgen theatre. Many of the accounts written about nō also include kyōgen, and vice 

versa. 

The plots of kyōgen plays are mainly focused on the relationships between 

counterpoised roles, such as a master and a servant, a husband and wife, or gods and 

demons.13 According to Carolyn Morley, professor in theatre studies, they play on a physical, 

transgressive (norm-breaking) and somewhat humanising type of comedy, which investigates 

the flow of events if these relationships of power were to be inverted or in disarray.14 In his 

book Early Nō Drama, O’Neill remarks that the norm-breaking elements can be seen in 

studies of the early history of kyōgen, where it has been found that in the Muromachi period 

(1336-1573), kyōgen actors were sometimes referred to as okashi.15 The more obvious 

translation of okashi is ‘comic’, but the word might also have been a derivation of the word 

okasu: meaning ‘transgress’ or ‘violate’, pointing towards the fact that kyōgen initially mainly 

parodied more serious theatre pieces, ‘violating’ social norms.16 The societal values and rules 

of the medieval Japanese society were, for instance, of that people of power were supposed to 

be wise, and their servants obedient, thus this transgressive humour provides the viewers with 

an incongruity in social expectations.17 

Theatrologist Samuel Leiter however states that only a handful of kyōgen plays contain 

clearly satiric objectives, which were directed towards the upper classes – depicting 

exaggerated versions of corrupt and pompous upper members of society.18 The chaos and 

vulgarity of the farce-like kyōgen plays received criticism from scholars and aestheticians of 

the time, such as Zeami Motokiyo (see further 4.2.1). It was therefore heavily toned down 

when these plays became permanently incorporated into the nō repertoire.19 Zeami wanted 

kyōgen to be refined, and that there was no need for vulgarities to make the audience “laugh 

boisterously” but wanted the actors to rather cause the spectators’ “gentle smiles”.20 This 

 
13 Hiroshi Koyama, “Kyōgen - Sakuhin Kanshō.” in Nihon no Koten 12, p. 108. 
14 Carolyn A. Morley, “Kyōgen: A Theater of Play.” in Miracles and Mischief, p. 147.; Hiroshi Koyama, 

“Kyōgen - Sakuhin Kanshō.” in Nihon No Koten 12, p. 108. 
15 Patrick G. O’Neill, Early Nō Drama, p. 87. 咲 [laugh]; the character is nowadays associated with the word 

‘bloom’, but is here exhibited as a historical variant of 笑う(咲う): warau [laugh]. 
16 Ibid., p. 87 & 202.; 犯す: okasu [violate]. 
17 Toyoichirō Nokami, “Kyōgen no Fūshi to Kaigyaku.” in Tarō Kaja・Yamabushi Kōjo-ki, p. 168. 
18 Samuel L. Leiter, Historical Dictionary, p. 121. 
19 Carolyn A. Morley, “Kyōgen: A Theater of Play.” in Miracles and Mischief, p. 156.; Gary B. White, “Contrast 

in Comedies.”, p. 103.; Patrick G. O’Neill, Early Nō Drama, p. 87.; 世阿弥元清: Zeami Motokiyo.  
20 Zeami, On the Art of The Nō Drama, ed. Masakazu Yamazaki, p. 170. 
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unification of kyōgen and nō theatre implicated a shift in the social class of the audience, and 

that kyōgen humour ultimately became more censored and extravagant, as well as the comedy 

becoming subtler and less vulgar in expression, to avoid displeasing the new target 

audience.21  

Kyōgen remained an oral tradition for a long time, and the plays were in general not 

recorded in written form, but were improvisations of stories that were passed down from 

father to son, or master to student, in particular kyōgen ‘families’ or schools.22 These were the 

schools of Ōkura (formed in the latter half of the sixteenth century), Izumi and Sagi (both 

formed around the beginning of the seventeenth century).23 As these schools became receivers 

of patronage from the ruling Tokugawa family, their great influence disappeared in 

connection to the Meiji Restoration, taking place in the 1860s where the Tokugawa rule 

ultimately was put to an end and Emperor Meiji was reasserted as political leader.24 This shift 

implicated that the main house of the Ōkura, the Izumi, and the entirety of the Sagi schools 

disappeared, and that the only remaining kyōgen activities were those of the Shigeyama group 

of the Ōkura school, and the Miyake group of the Izumi school, who eventually re-established 

their respective associations.25 

 

3 The Delicious Poison: a Tarō kaja play 

The original Japanese title of The Delicious Poison, is Busu (附

子). The word refers to the root of the Aconitum carmichaelii 

plant, also known as Carmichael’s monk’s hood or Chinese 

wolfsbane (see Image 1). The plant contains a lethal poison but is 

also an important part of traditional Chinese medicine and is 

mainly used to relieve pain, hypothermia and paralysis. Its use as 

 
21 Gary B. White, “Contrast in Comedies.”, p. 103. 
22 Ibid., p. 83.; Haruo Shirane, ed. “The Muromachi Period.” In Traditional Japanese Literature, p. 487. Kyōgen 

scripts were not recorded until Toraakira of the Ōkura family published the Ōkura Toraakirabon in 1642, which 

became the first collection of scripts. 
23 Shirane Haruo, p. 487. 
24 Patrick G. O’Neill, “14. Kyōgen.” in Collected Writings of P.G. O’Neill, p. 160.; William G. Beasley, 

“Introduction.” in The Meiji Restoration, p. 2. 
25 Patrick G. O’Neill, “14. Kyōgen.” in Collected Writings of P.G. O’Neill, p. 160. 

Image 1: Aconitum carmichaelii. 

Image by The Royal Horticultural 

Society. 
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poison is moreover known for its role in hunting.26 In the play, the master tricks his servants 

into believing that a container, which is filled with sugar, is instead filled with this poison, to 

keep his servants from eating it.  

The main character of the play is Tarō kaja, the 

male servant of an often unnamed feudal lord. He is in 

general the character most associated with kyōgen 

theatre.27 The name Tarō holds the meaning of a 

commoner’s firstborn son, while his title, kaja, implies 

that he has been pronounced an adult by his master 

during a coming-of-age ceremony, which binds master to 

servant in a close relationship.28 His companion is Jirō 

kaja (Jirō meaning ‘second son’), who is a secondary 

character of the play. Jirō as a character does not hold any 

special properties but is rather a tool to propel the story’s 

progression. Tarō kaja is a fixed role in kyōgen plays 

and appears as a character in about two-thirds of the 

kyōgen pieces that remain presently.29 As fixed kyōgen 

characters have fixed attires, Tarō kaja is dressed in a whimsical kataginu vest (see Image 2); 

a character that is easy for the audience to identify.30 His personality is frequently described 

as foolish, impudent and cowardly, and he creates inconvenient circumstances, which lead up 

to the climax or the comical twist of the story.31 

The Delicious Poison is according to various sources, such as the script retrieved, 

generally categorised as a shōmyō kyōgen, i.e. a play about the power relationship between a 

small landholder and his servant.32 In the introduction, the master of Tarō and Jirō kaja 

 
26 Kōji Wada, “Torikabuto-zoku Jiterupen Arukaroido no LC-APCI-MS.”, p. 929.; “Busu.” in Kyōgen Shū, p. 

257. 
27 Carolyn A. Morley, “Kyōgen: A Theater of Play.” in Miracles and Mischief, p. 148. 
28 Gary B. White, “Contrast in Comedies.”, p. 87.; Toyoichirō Nokami, “Tarō Kaja Kōjō.” in Tarō Kaja・

Yamabushi Kōjo-ki, pp. 13-14. 冠者; kaja [lit. transl. crowned person]. Nokami is in Writings on the Behaviour 

of Tarō kaja and Yamabushi, explaining that kaja initially referred to a young and inexperienced servant but has 

later come to bear the meaning of a social status of its own. 
29 Carolyn A. Morley, “Kyōgen: A Theater of Play.” in Miracles and Mischief, p. 148. 
30 Ibid. 
31 Michiko Fujioka, “Where Tarokaja Lived.”, p. 87. 
32 Tadahiko Kitagawa, “Busu.” in Kyōgen Shū, p. 256. 小名狂言: shōmyō kyōgen [lesser lord kyōgen]. 

Image 2: Kataginu Vest from the 19th 

century made of woven and dyed hemp, 

this specimen from Tsushima. Image by 

The British Museum Collection. 
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introduces himself as a resident of the area, which indicates that he is a shōmyō; a person who 

is not as powerful as a daimyō, but holds enough power to have servants to attend him.33  

The play itself tells the story of Tarō kaja, Jirō kaja and their master, the landholder. 

The master is travelling away and therefore asks Tarō and Jirō to stay behind to guard a 

container filled with the fatal poison busu. After several events leading up to the two servants 

finally opening the container, they realise that the contents are in fact sugar, and they eat 

everything up, only to conclude that they will be in grave trouble when their master returns. 

To save themselves, they come up with a plan to trick the master into believing they 

consciously ate the poison to die, and in the end the master angrily chases them off the stage 

when he realises that he has been fooled.34  

The story of The Delicious Poison is known to have its origins in a fable story from 

Tang Dynasty China. The manuscripts of Qiyanlu include a story about a Buddhist high priest 

and his cunning younger brother, which spells out fairly similar to the story of The Delicious 

Poison.35 According to a postscript of the manuscript, it is revealed to have been written in the 

eleventh year of the Kaigen era of the Tang Dynasty, which is the year of 723 CE.36 The first 

time this fable story however appeared in Japanese literature was in the later thirteenth-

century work Sand and Pebbles, written and compiled by the Buddhist monk Mujū, in the 

story Ko no Ame Kuitaru Koto [The Child Who Ate the Sweets].37 

 

4 Theoretical framework 

4.1 Theory on humour 

Humour and laughter as a human behaviour is a vastly researched subject, where various 

methods can be used to approach a comprehensive understanding of it. In Inside Jokes: Using 

Humor to Reverse-Engineer the Mind, Daniel Dennett, Matthew Hurley and Reginald Adams 

Jr. discuss the meaning of laughter as a surviving component of a more primitive part of our 

behaviour pattern. They suggest that laughter, which is connected to humour, could initially 

have been a signal for communicating a false alarm to nullify a former danger signal, or 

 
33 Ken Sasano, ed., “Busu (The Delicious Poison)”. in Nō Kyōgen: Ōkura Torahiro-bon., p. 118.; Tadahiko 

Kitagawa, “Busu.” in Kyōgen Shū, p. 256.; 大名: daimyō [feudal lord]. 
34 Tadahiko Kitagawa, “Busu.”, pp. 256-272. 
35 Yasushi Suzuki, “Tonkō Shahon ‘Keigaoroku’ Ni Tsuite”, pp. 1-3.  
36 Ibid., p. 3. 
37 Yashishi Suzuki, “Kyōgen ‘Busu’ no Ruiwa…”, p. 1.; 沙石集: shasekishū [sand stone collection; Sand and 

Pebbles]; 子の飴食ひたる事: Ko no Ame Kuitaru Koto [The Child Who Ate the Sweets]. 
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signalling nonaggressive playfulness, as laughter is often connected to surprise in relation to a 

fight-or-flight response, such as when children are chasing one another in play, etc.38 

Dennett et. al additionally write about how humorous responses are “triggered by the 

detection of a false belief in the mental space”. Building onto this reasoning, in “A Theory of 

Humor Elicitation”, published in Psychology Review in 1992, Robert Wyer and James Collins 

introduce their comprehension-elaboration model of humour, implying that humorous 

reactions are, in summary, the result of a three-stage process: finding one’s assumptions based 

on the storyline being disconfirmed by the actual joke (incongruity detection); connecting the 

original information to the incongruous parts to form a fathomable context (incongruity 

resolution); and finally assessing the situation as amusing or not (elaboration).39 Jerry M. Suls 

further argues that the ‘funniness’ of jokes depends on the degree of incongruity, i.e. the level 

of ‘unexpectedness’, that the punchline has.40 The brain ‘likes’ to be surprised, and the more 

problem-solving it has to perform to reach the stage of resolution, the more effective the 

response is.41 

French-Jewish philosopher Henri Bergson presents his theories on humour in his book 

Laughter: An Essay on the Meaning of the Comic, where he discusses different types of 

humour and why they arise. Bergson observes several types of comedy, among which are 

contrast, exaggeration and degradation.42 He also discusses the popular slapstick comedy 

(which often appears in kyōgen theatre), and states that people do not laugh at the person 

falling victim, but the involuntary act which could have turned out just fine but did not.43 This 

reaction is however not stimulated when it is apparent that the victim becomes seriously 

injured, but rather when surprise is expressed, according to a study on the psychological and 

neurological effects of misfortune comedy, by Mirella Manfredi et al.44 Additionally, Bergson 

observes three types of humorous mechanisms, which he calls ‘the jack-in-the-box’, ‘the 

dancing jack’, and ‘the snow ball’[sic]. All of these mechanisms are based on childhood 

memories as he proposes that humour entertains the person’s inner child.45 The ‘jack-in-the-

box’ symbolises either a physical or mental image of two contrasting factors fighting for 

 
38 Daniel C. Dennett, Matthew M. Hurley, and Reginald B. Adams Jr., Inside Jokes, p. 265. 
39 Robert S. Wyer and James E. Collins, “A Theory of Humor Elicitation.”, p. 665.; Jerry M. Suls, “A Two-Stage 

Model…”, p. 84.; Yu-Chen Chan et. al., “Towards a Neural Circuit Model…”, 169-170. 
40 Jerry M. Suls, “A Two-Stage Model…”, 91. 
41 Hiram H. Brownell, Dee Michel, John Powelson, and Howard Gardner. “Surprise but Not Coherence.”, p. 21. 
42 Henri Bergson, Laughter, p. 2b. 
43 Ibid., p. 45b. 
44 Mirella Manfredi, Roberta Adorni, and Alice Proverbio, “Why Do We Laugh at Misfortunes.”, p. 333. 
45 Henri Bergson, Laughter, pp. 26a-26b. 
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attention. Bergson paints the picture of a child pressing down the jack-in-the-box, only to find 

it jump back when they release it, just like two contrasting concepts that go back and forth 

and therefore creates amusement for the person. The second, ‘the dancing jack’ deals with 

humorous situations where persons imagine they have free will but are actually like 

marionettes. The characters appearing think they act and think freely, but seen from another 

standpoint, are being manipulated by another. The third concept, ‘the snow ball’, deals with 

humans’ childlike fascination of situations getting out of hand, like a snowball rolling down a 

hill, growing larger and larger the more it rolls. Similar to a popular structural principle of jo-

ha-kyū, the pace of these kinds of humorous situations starts off slow, and then grows more 

and more tumultuous until utter chaos has emerged.46 

 

4.2 Early thoughts on Japanese comic drama 

4.2.1 The treatises of Zeami Motokiyo 

Zeami Motokiyo, who is believed to have lived between 1363-1443 CE, was a Japanese 

aesthetician, nō actor and playwright, who has written over twenty treatises about traditional 

theatre and aesthetics.47 These treatises mainly concern nō theatre, but also include a small 

amount of writing about kyōgen.  

Zeami’s writings are considered some of the most valuable documents on traditional 

Japanese theatre, as he was the first to record his thoughts and beliefs about the art of theatre 

in written form to be left for future generations.48 However, J. Thomas Rimer, an American 

scholar of Japanese literature and drama, points out that these treatises were not meant to be 

distributed among the public, but were rather intended to act as a remaining document to 

guide actors under the Kanze nō school: the nō society related to his immediate family.49  

Zeami was the son of Kan’ami Kiyotsugu – a nō actor who is known to be one of the 

founding fathers of sarugaku nō as we know it today – whose values and views on the art of 

theatre were extensively included in Zeami’s early writings.50  

In his treatises, Zeami often uses the term hana, usually translated as ‘the flower’; a 

metaphor which describes the fulfilment of the actor as an artist. Wallace Chappell writes that 

 
46 Henri Bergson, p. 26b. 
47 J. Thomas Rimer, “Background.” in On the Art of The Nō Drama, p. xvii.  
48 Patrick G. O’Neill, “14. Kyōgen.” in Collected Writings of P.G. O’Neill, p. 160. 
49 J. Thomas Rimer, “Background.”, pp. xix-xx. 
50 “Kan’ami Kiyotsugu.” in Merriam-Webster’s Encyclopedia of Literature, p. 620.; J. Thomas Rimer, 

“Background.”, p. xviii. 
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“the image of a flower is particularly apt because of the idea of an artist ‘flowering’ at the 

height of his powers: the growth of a flower from bud, to opening, to maturity, is a marvelous 

concept for the development of an artist.”51 Hana not only refers to the actor’s fulfilment, but 

rather a variety of concepts, and can be used in many situations. Rimer continues to state that 

hana is the essence of acting: the skill of capturing the audience and showing them something 

unexpected; the ability to make the spectator fathom a character or a scene merely from a few 

words and movements; the art of being the act in one’s core, and understanding the act to the 

extent that it becomes one’s very being instead of one’s profession.52  

Zeami put more focus on the exploit of the actor, than the writing of the play itself, as 

he argued that a well-trained actor will know how to communicate with the audience to make 

them feel what he intends for them to feel.53 He suggested that the actor must act with ease; it 

must appear as though it comes to them naturally, as the more it appears that they try, the less 

believable the act in itself becomes.54 He considered the performance itself to be more 

important than the writing of the play; that the emotions delivered by the actor will leave 

more impact than that of the actual story being conveyed. He further expresses that a play is 

in itself not a complete piece of art until it has been appreciated by an audience.55 This idea 

could have its basis in the notion that the importance of the audience is very significant in 

traditional Japanese theatre culture.56    

Zeami proposed the application of the escalating performance as a principle of 

sarugaku, where a play would be divided into five parts, dan, constituting three modes of 

escalation; jo, ha, and kyū: the introduction, the development, and the climax.57 Jo-ha-kyū is a 

structural principle with an aesthetic effect, which can be applied universally to cultural arts in 

Japan; a sense of progressively being carried in a constant flow.58 The principle originated in 

gagaku court music as the standard movements, and was later taken over by Zeami to be 

included in other parts of traditional arts.59 The five dan appear as such: two introductory 

parts that start off slow, two developmental parts where the pace is slightly hastened, and one 

 
51 Wallace Chappell, “Foreword.”, pp. ix-xii. 
52 Ibid. 
53 Zeami, “Learning the Way.” in On the Art of The Nō Drama, p. 170. 
54 Masakazu Yamazaki, “The Aesthetics of Ambiguity.” in On the Art of The Nō Drama, pp. xxxiv-xxxv. 
55 Zeami, “Dai 3: Mondō Jōjō.” in Gendai Goyaku Fūshikaden, p. 37.; Megumi Sata, “Aristotle’s Poetics and 

Zeami’s Teachings.”, pp. 53-54. 
56 Jacob Raz, Audience and Actors, p. 255. 

57 Zeami, “Dai 3: Mondō Jōjō.”, pp. 20-21. 序破急; jo-ha-kyū [beginning-disruption-rush]. 
58 Shelley Fenno Quinn, Developing Zeami, p. 211. 
59 Benito Ortolani, The Japanese Theatre, p. 132, 286. 
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final climactic part where the pace increases further until it comes to a sudden halt. 

Alternatively, there are plays that are structured in such way that one dan corresponds to jo, 

three to ha, and one final to kyū.60 Zeami emphasised that this principle of escalating 

performance should not only be applied to the structure of the plays, i.e. the plays themselves 

and within the division of the plays, but also in the movements of the actor, the build-up of 

the dialogues, and arrangement of the performance programmes.61  

 

4.2.2 Ōkura Toraakira’s Waranbegusa 

Ōkura Toraakira was another actor who lived during the first half of the seventeenth century, 

and much like Zeami, he wrote treatises on the art of theatre, however on kyōgen theatre 

specifically. Toraakira was a kyōgen actor and the thirteenth head of the Ōkura school.62 He 

compiled the scripts of over two hundred kyōgen plays into one work in eight volumes, called 

the Ōkura Toraakirabon, or Kyōgen no Hon, which was published in 1642. This was the first 

time that kyōgen scripts had been recorded in written form.63 Toraakira also wrote the 

Waranbegusa, Notes for Children, a five volume treatise on the art of kyōgen, which was 

completed in 1660.64 The treatise aims to raise the status of kyōgen in the world of Japanese 

theatre, and mainly deals with the education and training of the kyōgen actor, but includes 

passages on the aesthetics of kyōgen acting and, according to Addis, Groemer and Rimer, 

“[…] provides a considerable insight into the comic resources of kyōgen […]”.65 Like Zeami 

did with his early writings, Toraakira based Waranbegusa on his father, Ōkura Torakiyo’s 

work, Mukashigatari, in order to pass down the teachings of the Ōkura school to future 

disciples.66 The book was not publicly published until 1944.67  

Toraakira wanted the kyōgen actor to remain dignified: he should not make a fool of 

himself to gain laughter from the audience, but rather evoke the humorous reaction with his 

 
60 Benito Ortolani, The Japanese Theatre, p. 132. 
61 Yoshi Oida and Lorna Marshall, The Invisible Actor, p. 31. 
62 Andrew T. Tsubaki, “The Performing Arts…”, p. 302.; 大蔵 虎明: Ōkura Toraakira, sometimes referred to as 

Toraaki. 
63 Ibid.; 大蔵虎明本: Ōkura Toraakirabon [The Book of Ōkura Toraakira]; 狂言の本: Kyōgen no Hon [Book of 

Kyōgen]. 
64

 Marguerite Wells, “Early Japanese Ideas of Humour.” in Japanese Humour, p. 33.; わらんべ草: Waranbegusa 

[Childrens’ Leaves; Notes for Children; For My Young Successors]. 
65 Stephen Addiss, Gerald Groemer, and J. Thomas Rimer, “4. Merchant Japan.”, in Traditional Japanese Arts 

and Culture, p. 206.; Joel R. Cohn, “Japanese Humor.”, p. 8. 
66 Ken Kirihata, “Kyōgen Costumes.”, p. 162.; 昔語: Mukashigatari [Old Tales].  
67 Makoto Ueda, “Toraaki and His Theory of Comedy.”, p. 25. 
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technique and skill. He suggested that there are three levels of laughter, of which the lowest 

type is the easiest to perform and get a humorous response from.68 In Waranbegusa, Toraakira 

criticizes the Sagi school’s ‘vulgar ways’ of performing: “the lower classes may laugh at 

facial contortions, mouths hanging open and pop-eyed expressions, but any person of culture 

would be offended by such vulgar antics. They are no different from the fool (dake) so 

popular in kabuki.”69 He emphasized that these performances were mere farces and something 

below the dramatic art of kyōgen.70 

Much like Zeami, Toraakira wanted kyōgen comedy to be refined and elegant, but was 

however not as sceptical towards laughter as the former. He claimed that the imitation of 

reality, which is the core of kyōgen and theatre in general, should exclude the elements that do 

not conform to the Japanese standards of elegance, such as crude language or foul gestures.71 

He wanted the audience to not laugh at the character being portrayed, but rather should do so 

from an objective standpoint, where the everyday human weaknesses are brought to light.72 

This notion can be related to doxa, which is brought up in the next section. Additionally, 

literary scholar Ueda Makoto writes that this viewpoint on comedy which Toraakira portrays 

in Waranbegusa, is very similar to Taoist and Zen views on laughter and comedy.73  

 

4.3 Doxa 

Doxa, in Greek δόξα, is a term that is used when referring to common conceptions and the 

intuitive knowledge of persons based on factors such as experience, culture, ethnicity, etc.74 

Doxa, and further the term endoxa, was mentioned by philosophers such as Aristotle and 

Plato. Aristotle mentions endoxa in the beginning of his work Topics, explaining that endoxa 

deals with ‘generally accepted opinions’, and further problematises what ‘generally accepted’ 

in turn would actually imply.75 This means that doxa deals with the fundamental knowledge 

that people may possess, while endoxa deals with views that are also accepted by the 

academic elite, i.e. knowledge that one can assume a person has.76 

 
68 Ibid., p. 22. 
69 Carolyn A. Morley, “Kyōgen: A Theater of Play.”, p. 156. 
70 Makoto Ueda, “Toraaki and His Theory of Comedy.”, p. 22. 
71 Ibid., 20. 
72 Ibid., 21. 
73 Ibid. 
74 Michael Grenfell, “7. Doxa.” in Pierre Bourdieu, p. 120. 
75 Aristotle, “Book 1.” in Topics, pp. 1-2. 
76 Otfried Höffe, “4. Forms of Rationality.” in Aristotle, pp. 35-36. 
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Furthermore, doxa appears in the writings of French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu, 

especially in connection to his theories about habitus; an anthropological term used to explore 

and explain the behaviour and thinking patterns of ingroups.77 Doxa is an important concept 

when it comes to humour comprehension, as it can be suggested that humour can be based on 

these factors. Additionally, Björn Sundberg, professor in literature at Uppsala University, 

observes in an column about Homer and oral traditions, a term known as sema, plural semata, 

which appears several times in The Iliad and The Odyssey, holding the meaning of ‘sign’.78 

The semata, just like doxa, are for a given group referring to an experience or notion, whose 

actualization awakens these associations for that particular group.79 When concerning oneself 

with kyōgen humour in particular, it is important to observe the common associations made by 

the Japanese audience as a target group. The Japanese audiences are expected to know the 

plays by heart and should therefore be highly familiar with the characters appearing on 

stage.80 There is a certain contextuality in the fixed characters with the predetermined traits 

that are bound to end up in certain ways when combined in certain scenarios, which according 

to doxa will lead to humorous responses when using the appropriate semata. 

 

5 Method 

The method has been conducted through qualitative literature studies of material concerning 

the topics that touch on kyōgen theatre and art of performance. The script chosen is that of 

Shogakukan’s Kyōgenshū, by Kitagawa Tadahiko, on the ranging pages of 256–272. 

Furthermore, Don Kenny’s English translation of The Delicious Poison, as well as the 

annotations presented in the script published in Kyōgen Shū, have been used as cross-

references and material for the analysis. The analysis has been conducted through mainly 

literature analysis with some modifications, where certain humorous sections of the script are 

explained as the play progresses. The model that the analysis is based on is Bertil Romberg’s 

model of literature analysis presented in his book Att Läsa Epik, published in Lund, Sweden 

in 1987.81 

 
77 Karl Maton, “3. Habitus” in Pierre Bourdieu, pp. 50-53. 
78 Björn Sundberg, “Homeros är ett namn på en muntlig tradition.”, Svenska Dagbladet, p. 20. 
79 Björn Sundberg, “Homeros är ett namn på en muntlig tradition.”, Svenska Dagbladet, p. 20. 
80 Jacob Raz, Audience and Actors, p. 255. 
81 Bertil Romberg, Att Läsa Epik, pp. 142-45. 
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For the analysis, I have translated and interpreted the script of The Delicious Poison 

from Kyōgenshū, and collected secondary data about kyōgen, the play The Delicious Poison, 

drama studies, and humour psychology research.  

The stage positions mentioned in the script and in the analysis, are all marked and 

numbered in Arabic numerals in the order of their appearance, on the map of the modern 

kyōgen stage that is found in Appendix A. Moreover, the full script in Japanese as well as the 

provided translation are both found in Appendix B and Appendix C respectively, as well as 

referred to in Arabic numerals attached to each line in the analysis.  

 

5.1 Selection and Limitations 

I have chosen The Delicious Poison as the play representing kyōgen theatre, for the very 

reason that it can be considered a typical example of kyōgen theatre, and in particular the type 

of kyōgen where Tarō kaja appears as a main character.82 

It would be emphasised that this study a drama analysis of the recorded script of the 

play. I am aware that there are comic elements that can be seen in and are dependent on the 

theatrical event. Although aspects of the theatrical event are relevant for a complete 

understanding of the play, these elements cannot be seen in the text, and are thus beyond the 

scope of this study.  

As mentioned previously, I have translated and used Kyōgenshū’s script for The 

Delicious Poison as a basis for the analysis. This for the reason that it was the only available 

Japanese script with attached annotations for deeper understanding of the text. The script is 

written and performed in Muromachi period Japanese, which might induce misunderstandings 

without proper explanations. Additionally, as The Delicious Poison from the beginning was 

an improvisatory piece of theatre, the scripts that are provided are not entirely uniform. 

Despite the variations appearing, the fable story remains the same. However, since the 

analysis is based on one of the many varieties of the script, it might not be accordant with 

other versions. 

 

6 Literature Review 

The literature for this thesis has mainly been found through bibliography lists in books and 

journal articles that touch on any of the discussed subjects, as well as browsing relevant 

categories in the library of Stockholm University, and searching for pertinent titles in the 

 
82 Haruo Shirane, ed, “The Muromachi Period.”, p. 488. 
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journal databases of JSTOR and CiNii. The subjects of humour and nō theatre have had a 

large collection of source material, and was somewhat the case for that of kyōgen theatre, but 

source material on The Delicious Poison has been fairly scarce.  

There are three main sources that in this section have been chosen to represent the state 

of research. These include works written by Jonah Salz, Yamazaki Masakazu, and Jacob Raz. 

Salz’s essay on physical humour in kyōgen theatre brings up aspects of the kyōgen 

performance that are similar to the ones that are included in this thesis. It has given an 

overview of a possible approach to the topic of kyōgen humour. Yamazaki’s foreword to On 

the Art of the Nō Drama puts the opinions and treatises of Zeami into a context where they 

become comprehensible for the less experienced western reader. Simultaneously Raz’s book 

Audience and Actors, which deals with the connection between the actor and the audience, as 

well as historical audience dynamics in Japan, puts the theatrical event into a perspective 

where Zeami’s ideas are actualised. Although these sources were all written more than ten 

years ago, they are the three sources that have had the most impact on the research for this 

thesis, as well as the latter two being referenced in other works and have therefore impacted 

research on the topic in general.  

The concept of the physical humour in kyōgen is discussed in Jonah Salz’s essay “Tied 

to a Slapstick: Kyōgen’s Strangely Familiar Physical Comedy”. Salz applies Henri Bergson’s 

theory of physical comedy that is presented in Laughter: An Essay on the Meaning of the 

Comic, to the humour that appears in the kyōgen play Tied to a Pole.83 The play is known to 

be one of the first that students of the arts are introduced to, which is why Salz sees it as a fine 

example of a typical kyōgen play. This play is also a piece of evidence of the importance of 

acting technique, as Salz concludes that those who prove to be the most successful in their 

delivery of the play are masters who are able to show their individuality in this otherwise 

well-explored play, and amateurs who, contrary to Zeami’s thoughts, focus on getting laughs 

rather than using advanced acting techniques.84 Although the story remains the same, the 

appropriate form of acting can make the play more or less entertaining for the audience. Salz 

makes an elaborated account for how Henri Bergson’s ideas about humour can be applied to 

the play. As The Delicious Poison is a play of similar character, with a similar fable story, 

many instances can be explained through comparable methods. 

 
83 Jonah Salz, “Tied to a Slapstick.”, pp. 57-70.; 棒しばり; bō shibari [pole-bound]. 
84 Ibid., pp. 68-69. Here Salz uses the word ‘amateur’, however instead of contrasting amateur to professional, it 

would be suggested that he rather refers to beginners or newcomers in the world of kyōgen theatre.  
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In “The Aesthetics of Ambiguity: The Artistic Theories of Zeami”, a foreword 

published in On the Art of the Nō Drama: The Major Treatises of Zeami, Yamazaki Masakazu 

writes about the underlying theories with which Zeami’s ideas can be interpreted and 

compared. Yamazaki observes several similarities between Zeami’s views on aesthetics, and 

the ones of ‘western’ (i.e. European) theorists since Aristotle in ancient Greece. He however 

remarks how Zeami greatly differed from these theorists because of the amount of importance 

he put on the audience, as he emphasised the performance’s completion through the 

audience’s participation and reaction.85 Yamazaki here references Donald Keene in Japanese 

Literature: An Introduction for Western Readers, where the idea of the audience’s importance 

is shown to be a fundamental theme throughout Japanese artistic theories in general, as in for 

instance court poetry. Keene exemplifies the depiction of traditional views on art through 

quoting Ki no Tsurayuki’s preface in Kokin Wakashū (Collection of Japanese Poems of 

Ancient and Modern Times): “poetry grows out of the human heart, touches it and goes 

beyond human beings to move even nature and supernatural beings”.86 Yamazaki here once 

again points out the significant divergence between Japanese and western thoughts on art; 

where in the west, the viewer or the audience only plays a secondary character, and art is seen 

as a phenomenon which is a contract between a human and a higher power, and is therefore 

complete in itself.87  

The theme of actor-audience correlation is additionally discussed in Jacob Raz’s 

Audience and Actors: A Study of Their Interaction in the Japanese Theatre. Raz observes the 

relationship between sender and recipient, which can be found in Japanese theatre, as well as 

the history and development of sarugaku nō and its audiences.88 It is an account of what it 

means to be a part of the Japanese theatre audience: an audience that knows their plays inside 

and out and pays more attention to the finesses rather than the entirety. Raz explains that the 

audience is part of the performance, as the performance would not be complete without the 

audience and the connection it has to the artist, the actor.89  

 

 
85 Masakazu Yamazaki, “The Aesthetics of Ambiguity.”, p. xxxiii. 
86 Ibid., p. xxxv. Yamazaki’s inclusion of the phrasing from Kokin Wakashū signifies that the connection from 

heart to other hearts, is vital for a piece of art to be complete. Even Zeami emphasized that a play is not complete 

without it being appreciated by an audience. When it comes to kyōgen theatre, it has for a long time been an 

improvisatory form of performance, so it would be suggested that the performance aspect of the art, the audience 

connection, as well as the delivery of humorous devices, becomes of utmost importance for the artist.  
87 Ibid. 
88 Jacob Raz, Audience and Actors. 
89 Jacob Raz, p. 255. 
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7 Analysis of the drama 

As stated in the method section, the script that has been used for the translation is the script 

that appears on pages 256–272 in Kyōgen Shū, published by Shogakukan, while Don Kenny’s 

English translation of The Delicious Poison and the annotations attached to the Kyōgen Shū 

script have been used to cross-reference the translation to assure an accurate and credible 

translation and analysis. 

The play The Delicious Poison tells the story of Tarō, Jirō and their master, the 

landholder. The master is travelling away for business which he has to attend to and expresses 

his wish that Tarō and Jirō stay behind to guard a container which is filled with what he 

claims is the deadly poison busu. Displaying reluctancy to obey the master’s orders, Tarō and 

Jirō finally agree to stay, but grow curious of what the container holds. After fanning away 

what they believe is the toxic air around the container, they taste the content and soon realize 

that the container is in fact filled with sugar. Unable to stop eating, they have quickly eaten all 

of the sugar, leaving them to realize that they will be in grave trouble when their master 

returns. Tarō comes up with a plan, after which they start destroying some of their master’s 

valuable possessions. When the master returns, they tell him they were sumo wrestling to pass 

the time and accidentally broke the possessions, only to regret it so much that they ate all of 

the poison in order to die. The play ends with the master angrily chasing Tarō and Jirō off the 

stage.90  

I have divided the play into the five dan of the general division that Zeami proposed, 

that furthermore categorised them into the pace divisions of jo, ha, and kyū – two introductory 

part, two developmental parts, and one final climax. From the play’s ‘natural’ division of the 

course of events, it would be suggested that the first and second parts that constitute the jo, are 

those of the introduction of the characters and the main conflict, i.e. from the beginning of the 

play up until the point where the master leaves the stage; and the section where Tarō and Jirō 

discuss whether or not they will find out what the container holds, up until they start fanning 

away the toxic air from around the container. The two sections that constitute the ha would 

subsequently include the parts where Tarō and Jirō use their fans and little by little loosen the 

strap and lift the lid off the container, and the section where they eat the busu, up until that the 

master returns. The final part, the kyū, would occur from where the master returns until when 

he in rage chases them off the stage at the end of the play. 

 
90 Tadahiko Kitagawa, “Busu.” in Kyōgen Shū, pp. 256–72. 
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Considering the core principle of the jo-ha-kyū, the five parts in themselves, the actor 

movements and the dialogues could further be divided into their own jo, ha and kyū. 

However, further division is not relevant for a general understanding of the play and is instead 

brought up when pertinent for the specific part of the analysis of humour expressions.   

 

After the three characters have entered the stage, the play is introduced as following: 

 

1      MASTER I am a resident of this area. I have some business to take care of and will 

travel beyond the mountains. First, I will call out Tarō and Jirō kaja and 

order them to stay to stand guard. Both of you, are you here? 

 

The master introduces himself as the shōmyō, the smaller landholder of the area, and explains 

that he has to travel away for a short time. Considering the course of events presented in the 

plot, it can be assumed that this short time is a span of a few hours. The master then 

introduces the main character, Tarō kaja, and his companion, Jirō kaja, who join the 

performance. This is where the first part and the jo, i.e. the introduction, starts. 

 

4      TARŌ Both of us… 

5      TARŌ AND JIRŌ  …are to your service. [lit. tr. in front of you] 

6      MASTER That was faster than I had expected. I called you not for different matters. I 

have some business to take care of and will travel behind the mountain, and 

you will [stay and] stand guard [here].  

 

This is where the first humorous situation is presented, and the light-heartedness of the play is 

set as a fundamental theme. For an experienced kyōgen viewer, this part is considered 

amusing because it is implied that Tarō kaja is known for being an indolent and disobedient 

character, and that the master’s surprised reaction is completely adequate for this instance. 

According to the theory of doxa, all humans have a basic knowledge of certain topics, 

which are decided by, in this case, environmental and cultural factors. In the Muromachi 

period, when kyōgen’s popularity was at its peak, the audiences for certain knew facts about 

the performances that might need an explanation for present-day audiences. For instance, the 

fact that Tarō kaja is a fixed character with fixed traits, helps building humorous situations 

that do not have to be explained fully. For this specific situation, it has not been explicitly 
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explained or established what Tarō kaja’s personality is like. For doxa to work as a humour 

device in this section, it is expected of the audience to already possess a fundamental 

knowledge of the play. They are supposed to understand why such a fast arrival for both Tarō 

and Jirō is surprising, since they always have the same traits in all the plays in which they 

appear as characters. 

 

7     TARŌ No, let us go together and leave Jirō kaja behind to guard.  

8     JIRŌ  No, no, let us go together and leave Tarō kaja behind to guard. 

9     MASTER No, no, for today’s matter I will not need to go with any of you. Wait here 

for a moment.  

10   TARŌ AND JIRŌ  Certainly. 

11   MASTER (brings out a [small]container from the back of the stage and puts it in the 

front) This is busu, so keep that in mind.  

12   TARŌ If that is the case, then, say… 

13   JIRŌ …oo… 

14   TARŌ AND JIRŌ  …let us go with you. 

15   MASTER Why is that again? 

16   TARŌ Well, if that person stands guard, then for someone else [to do it] is, say… 

17   JIRŌ …oo… 

18   TARŌ AND JIRŌ  …unnecessary. 

 

In this section Tarō and Jirō display their unwillingness to stay behind and beg the master to 

take them with him. Don Kenny explains this scene by remarking that Tarō mishears ‘busu’ 

for ‘rusu’ when his master brings out the container, which is the Japanese word for a person 

who stays behind.91 Furthermore it is evident that they must have misheard the master’s 

words, as they at a later instance discuss what busu possibly could be. As neither Tarō nor Jirō 

show signs of knowing what busu in fact is, it would be safe to assume that they interpreted 

the situation according to their own prior knowledge. The situation presents the first 

incongruity-resolution process, which is part of the comprehension-elaboration model, as it is 

first incongruous why Tarō and Jirō would want to follow their master when he has presented 

the busu and ordered them to stand guard, but is then resolved by Tarō explaining that the 

‘other person’ who stays behind can accomplish the task without him and Jirō staying as well.  

 
91 Don Kenny, “The Delicious Poison.” in Traditional Japanese Theater, p. 238. 
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21   JIRŌ  (to the master) I have a question to humbly ask. 

22   MASTER What is it? 

23   JIRŌ If it is a fatal poison that is so poisonous that even the air around it will 

instantly kill you, then how did you, our great master, handle it? 

24   TARŌ  (to Jirō kaja) You asked a good question. 

 

This part of the dialogue shows that Jirō is not as foolish as one may think, but also that the 

master’s trick is not as clever as one may have expected. Here the theme of contrasts in the 

power relationship between master and servant becomes evident. Jirō and Tarō are shown to 

have the ability to question their master’s words, which proves that they are characters with 

the typical traits of servants that appear in kyōgen theatre, and that they break the norm of 

being obedient servants to their master.  

 

32   TARŌ Do not worry about the guarding, take your time… 

33   TARŌ AND JIRŌ  …and come back refreshed. 

34   MASTER  I ask of you, I ask of you. (goes to the hashigakari [2] and sits down at the 

kyōgenza [3]) 

35   TARŌ  (while bidding their master farewell) No, we will, great master! 

36   JIRŌ  (similar) Master! 

 

These events can be considered the end of the first introductory section. The part ends with an 

escalating dialogue in which Tarō and Jirō yell to their master, that lastly culminates and 

pauses in a kyū, directly according to how Zeami suggested plays should be constructed. Tarō 

and Jirō bid their master farewell, and just like before, according to the semata presented, the 

members of the experienced audience know that the words “do not worry” coming from Tarō, 

have an ominous ring to them.   

 

37   TARŌ  Ho, we made him leave quickly. 

38   JIRŌ  Indeed, we made him leave quickly.  

39   TARŌ  First of all, sit down. 

40   JIRŌ  Understood. 

41   TARŌ AND JIRŌ  Eiei, at last. (both sit down at the daishōmae [4]) 
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42   TARŌ  So, just now I lied about wanting to go together, while truthfully there is 

nothing as pleasurable as staying at home, is there? 

43   JIRŌ Like you said, such carefreeness is not to be taken for granted. 

 

This part of the play can be considered the beginning of the second introductory part. Tarō 

and Jirō express their relief that their master has left and sit down to relax. Tarō reveals that 

he lied about wanting to follow their master, and Jirō agrees. It is once again shown that the 

two servants are living up to the conception that they are impudent. In addition, one more 

incongruity-resolution event appears, starting from the previous section presented, where the 

fact that Tarō explains that he lied about wanting to attend his master, resolves the conflict in 

his character of being impudent and defiant, with his apparent hard-working behaviour.   

 

44   TARŌ  (quickly stands up and runs away to the hashigakari [2]) Move aside a little, 

move aside a little! 

45   JIRŌ  (while following) What is it, what is it? 

46   TARŌ Now, from the direction of the busu. A gust of wind blew [to over here]. 

47   JIRŌ  I did not feel it. 

48   TARŌ  Let us keep some distance from it. 

 

Zeami argues that not only the plays themselves and the program of plays, follow the jo-ha-

kyū principle, but the sections of the plays, the dialogues, the movements of the actors and the 

lines, ideally should follow it as well, which can be seen in this part. Suddenly the gust of 

wind breaks the calmer introductory atmosphere and induces action on stage. From sitting 

down, expecting to not having to do much, Tarō and Jirō are now standing up and starting to 

move around the stage. The servants are moved also emotionally, as the gust of potentially 

poisonous air scares them. At the same time, it is the point where a process of reflection is 

starting to take form, where Tarō and Jirō will start to question their master’s words. 

Furthermore, relating this scene to Bergson’s jack-in-the-box, it is evident that the main 

factor that is pushing the servants down, is fear. However, for the jack-in-the-box to ever start 

jumping back, it has to be pushed down a first time, which would tentatively be this section.   

 

55   JIRŌ  (again stands up and runs away towards the hashigakari [2]) Move aside a 

little, move aside a little! 
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56   TARŌ  (while following) What is it, what is it? 

57   JIRŌ  Just now again, a gust of slightly warm wind came from the direction of 

the busu. 

58   TARŌ  So, so, I could not feel it. Then in my opinion, let us go take a look at 

what that busu is. 

59   JIRŌ You fool, saying unnecessary things. It is so poisonous that even the 

wind flowing over it will kill you on the spot, so why would you look at 

it? 

60   TARŌ If we fan the wind coming from that way, from this side, shouldn’t we 

have a small chance to peek at it? 

 

This part of the dialogue shows the culmination of this second introductory part. After 

running back and forth between the main stage and the hashigakari, Tarō finally decides he 

wants to take a look at the busu, and makes up a plan, which results in a pausing kyū. From a 

realistic standpoint, it would not be possible to fan away the poisonous air from around the 

container, but the idea makes up another humorous situation. The solution that Tarō has come 

up with does not entirely make sense, but still does due to its simplicity, and the audience is 

left wondering how this plan is going to be implemented.  

 

62   TARŌ In that case, gather your energy and fan away. 

63   JIRŌ Understood. 

64   TARŌ Fan, fan! (approaching the container while fanning) 

65   JIRŌ I’m fanning, I’m fanning! (fanning while following) 

66   TARŌ Fan, fan! 

67   JIRŌ I’m fanning, I’m fanning! 

68   TARŌ  (now close to the container) No oh, now I will untie the string, keep 

fanning all you can. 

69   JIRŌ I will, I will.  

70   TARŌ Fan, fan! 

71   JIRŌ I’m fanning, I’m fanning! (Repeating many times, gradually hastening 

the pace. Meanwhile Tarō kaja loosens the string [around the container]) 

72   TARŌ  Move aside a little, move aside a little! 

73   JIRŌ What is it, what is it? (Both run away to the hashigakari [2]) 
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74   TARŌ  I untied the string. Go over there and take off the lid. (they unconsciously 

keep fanning during the following serif) 

 

This part can be considered the beginning of the ha, the development, as the pace is further 

slightly increased compared to the end of the jo. The actors move around on stage as the plan, 

that Tarō has come up with, is now set in action. In theatre contexts, the word ha holds the 

meaning of the middle section of the play. However, the Chinese character for ha means ‘to 

break’ or ‘to shatter’, implying that the calm of the introduction is ‘shattered’ by the 

escalation of events. 

In this section, Bergson’s image of a jack-in-the-box once again comes into play. 

Jonah Salz proposes in his essay about the kyōgen play Tied to a Stick, that it is similar to 

The Delicious Poison in the sense that the master puts a harness on his servants: in Tied to 

a Stick a physical one, and in The Delicious Poison a psychological one.92  This harness, or 

barrier, that seems unbreakable, keeps pushing Tarō down, and the more it pushes, the 

more curious he grows, and the more forcefully he jumps back. This can also be seen in 

Tarō’s and Jirō’s movements, as they approach the container while fanning, curious to 

know what is inside, to then quickly run back to the hashigakari out of fear that the master 

was actually telling the truth. But the more Jirō says “You fool, saying unnecessary things. 

It is so poisonous that even the wind flowing over it will kill you on the spot, so why 

would you look at it?”, the more Tarō wants to look at the busu, and finally, taste it. 

Moreover, as stated in the script, the fanning starts off slow and gradually becomes 

faster, culminating in an event such as loosening the string around the container and pauses 

when they run back to the hashigakari, which is also a sign of the jo-ha-kyū principle being 

used. The comedic effect shown in this section in mainly a physical type of humour, where 

the manner in which Tarō and Jirō cautiously move towards the container is rather 

exaggerated. There is no incongruous situation that needs to be resolved but Bergson states 

that exaggeration is one of the many ways to provoke laughter.93 However, like in this scene, 

exaggeration is not the desired target but rather a tool to evoke a humorous reaction without 

providing incongruities.94  

 

 
92 Jonah Salz, “Tied to a Slapstick.”, pp. 65-66 & p. 69. 
93 Henri Bergson, Laughter, p. 11a. 
94 Ibid. 
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131 JIRŌ  Arya, he is approaching the busu. Now he is going to die. 

132 TARŌ  (takes up his fan and uses it like a candy stick to eat the matter inside the 

container) Om nom nom. 

133 JIRŌ  Arya, he ate the busu. Now he is going to die.  

134 TARŌ  (covers his forehead with his left hand) Ah, it is amazing, it is out of this 

world.  

135 JIRŌ  This is when he dies. (forgetting himself, he rushes over to Tarō kaja and 

lends him his shoulder) Hey Tarō kaja, wait to brace yourself, wait to 

brace yourself.   

 

This is the ending of the first part of the developmental section. The pace of the performance 

gradually increases until it reaches a halt when Tarō covers his forehead with his left hand and 

makes a delighted exclamation. In this part, two different humour mechanisms work together 

to make a comic situation depending on the audience’s previous knowledge. The instance 

where Jirō agonises over Tarō’s foolish decision to eat the busu, is according to doxa and 

Bergson’s theory of humour, comically stimulating to the well versed audience. They know 

that Tarō will not die from eating the contents of the container, as they know how the course 

of events will play out. At the same time, Bergson’s humour theory of the escalating 

snowball, the audience see the situation escalate, getting ‘worse’ each time Jirō exclaims ‘now 

he is going to die’, but as Mirella et. al. propose, they at the same time know that the situation 

is not going to hurt Tarō and is therefore considered humorous.  

Simultaneously, to the unfamiliar audience, the humorous situation instead occurs when 

Tarō yells “Ah, it is amazing, it is out of this world”. The audience is consecutively met with 

the incongruity that Tarō does not come to harm although he approaches the container, and 

when the incongruity is resolved, it is understood that the content of the container was in fact 

not a deadly poison at all. Thus, the situation is provoking a humorous response from both the 

familiar kyōgen audience and the unfamiliar one.  

 

143 JIRŌ  Then, what is busu? 

144 TARŌ  Look here, it is sugar. 

145 JIRŌ  (looking [down] into the container) Well now, it is indeed sugar. 

146 TARŌ  Come and eat. 

147 JIRŌ  I will, I will. 
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148 TARŌ AND JIRŌ Om nom nom. (both eat) 

149 TARŌ  What, what, isn’t it something delicious? 

150 JIRŌ  Like you said, it is something delicious.  

151 TARŌ  Because it is something this delicious, so for us not to eat it, [master said] 

it was busu and,  

152 JIRŌ  that it was poison. (both laugh) 

 

As there are modes of escalation within the five parts themselves, here we are met with yet 

another introduction (jo) in the beginning of the second developmental part. The audience is 

now forced to look at the following events from another standpoint, where it is now known 

that the container does not contain the deadly poison, but rather harmless sugar.  

Tarō and Jirō laugh at their own foolishness for believing their master’s lie and both 

realize that the master tried to prevent the two servants from consuming the sugar. This fact is 

met with a situation where they, instead of being obedient and following the ideals of the 

time, actually start eating the sugar, knowing it is against their master’s wishes. Here the idea 

of transgression falls into place, and the master’s plan suddenly appears as not so clever after 

all. 

 

154 JIRŌ  Just eat, om nom nom. 

155 TARŌ  This is stunningly delicious, om nom nom. (moves the container closer to 

his side and eats alone) 

156 JIRŌ  (moves it back) I cannot let it go from my side om nom nom.  

157 TARŌ  (realizing) Hey, leave some for me. 

158 JIRŌ  You are eating with such abstention [slowly], so I also have to eat. 

159 TARŌ  I too must eat. Put it over here. 

160 JIRŌ  Put it over here. 

161 TARŌ AND JIRŌ Put it over here, put it over here. (both fight over the container) 

162 TARŌ  If that is the case, let us put it in the middle between us and eat. 

163 JIRŌ  That would be good. (puts the container in the middle and take turns 

eating) 

 

This part marks a slight escalation of the second developmental part. Tarō and Jirō are starting 

to eat the sugar, and it is in this part that it is understood that their actions will implicate 
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serious consequences. Tarō and Jirō are running back and forth over the stage, stealing the 

container from each other to eat from it alone. The humorous element of this instance is 

merely one of exaggeration, as the act of standing up, running back to take the container, then 

to return to their seat and continue eating, makes the movements more exaggerated than if 

they were to sit next to each other and move the container slightly from side to side. This 

section is however more clearly understood in its visual form than in the written one.  

 

168 TARŌ  Just eat, just eat. Om nom nom. (knowing the sugar left in the container 

is becoming less, suddenly leaves the side of the container) 

169 JIRŌ  I am not letting go, om nom nom. (while continuing to eat, realizing that 

the sugar has run out) Yoo, oh no, the busu is all gone. 

170 TARŌ  Yoo. You have done it. 

171 JIRŌ  Done it? 

172 TARŌ  So I think that [the master] did not want us to eat the busu, so he lied 

about it being busu or poison. Because you ate it all like that, you cannot 

say it is good. When he comes home, I will tell him directly like that. 

173 JIRŌ  Ah, here, here, the one who wanted to look at it and eat it in the first 

place, it was always you. When he comes home, I will tell him directly 

like that.  

174 TARŌ  Ah, here, here, I am just joking with you.  

 

Here the pace is slightly hastened as Tarō accuses Jirō of eating all the sugar by himself. 

Now the problem that Tarō and Jirō now will have to face is presented, which is the fact 

that their master will become furious when he returns. The audience is met with another 

incongruity here, as Tarō states that he will tell the master about what Jirō has done. They 

know that it is not the case, and the conflicting idea is resolved and comprehended when 

Tarō says he is just trying to scare Jirō.  

 

176 TARŌ  (pointing towards the wakibashira [6]) Break that hanging scroll.  

177 JIRŌ  Haa, so if we break it, we have an excuse? 

178 TARŌ  Oo, we will, we will.  

179 JIRŌ  If that is the case, let us break it. (goes to the front of the wakibashira [6]) 

Sarari, sarari, bassari! (breaks the scroll) I broke it.  
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180 TARŌ  Yoo. You have done it again.  

181 JIRŌ  Done it again? 

182 TARŌ  So admit that I was the one who at first looked at and ate the busu.  But 

that hanging scroll was a precious hanging scroll [to our master], so that 

you broke it like that cannot be good. When he comes back, I will tell 

him directly like that.  

183 JIRŌ  Ah, here, here, I broke it because you told me to break it! When he 

comes back, I will tell him directly like that.  

184 TARŌ  Ah, here, here, I am joking with you again.  

 

In this section, Tarō is starting to reveal his plan on how they are going to evade their master’s 

anger upon his return. The central humour mechanism for this part is the one of Bergson’s 

‘the snow ball’: what could possibly make the situation even worse when the two have eaten 

their master’s precious sugar? The situation seems to only be going downhill from here. As 

the pace has been increased further, it could be considered a slight escalation in contrast to the 

beginning of the second developmental part.  

 

214 MASTER  (stands up, goes out to the first pine [8]) I have finished my various 

matters [that I had to attend]. Even if I ordered the two who have been 

standing guard, I still cannot trust them, so I shall hurriedly return. 

(enters the main stage [1]) Oh no, while I have been talking, I have 

already returned.  

 

This part marks the end of the ha, the development, as it is a small pause, a kyū after a further 

hastening pace of the performance. The master returns to the play and the climax, the kyū, 

starts. 

 

220 TARŌ  If that is the case, I will tell you. Because we were standing guard so 

importantly, we were becoming sleepy, so I did some sumo wrestling 

with Jirō kaja, and Jirō kaja is so strong, and he lifted me up higher than 

my eye height, and because he was already about to throw me, and in 

order to not be thrown I held onto that hanging scroll, (points towards the 

wakibashira[6]) there, and I broke it like that. (cries) 
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221 MASTER  This cannot be, you ripped my treasured hanging scroll to pieces.  

222 JIRŌ  As I turned, I heavily fell down onto that tea bowl. (points towards the 

metsukebashira [7]) It became fine dust like that. (both cry violently) 

223 MASTER  Oh my great Buddha, you even turned my treasured bowl into fine dust. 

You two are not people that I can let live. 

224 TARŌ  We knew that we ought not to live, so we ate the busu to die together, (to 

Jirō kaja) right, Jirō kaja.  

 

In this part, the incongruity of Tarō’s entire plan is resolved for the audience. It is revealed 

that instead of eating the contents of the container at first, their motive is to make it seem as 

though Tarō and Jirō broke the hanging scroll and the tea bowl in a sumo wrestling contest, 

and then ate the busu in order to die. As the audience through their previous experience, 

considering what has happened in the play, know that Tarō and Jirō are not telling the truth, 

and is therefore creating a contrast in which the servants seem cleverer and therefore more 

powerful, than the master.  

 

227 TARŌ  After one bite, we could not die, 

228 JIRŌ  Even after two bites, we did not die, 

229 TARŌ  Three bites, four bites,  

230 JIRŌ  Five bites, 

231 TARŌ  Up to ten bites, (from this point the two stand up and start dancing) 

232 TARŌ AND JIRŌ Even though we ate until it was all gone, we luckily did not die. What, 

we did not let death take us. (while dancing around, both hit the master’s 

head with their fans, and laugh loudly) 

 

This is the middle of the kyū. Although a clearly distinctive scene of the play, the pace is 

hastened, but not to the extent of the previous sections. Tarō and Jirō start dancing and hitting 

their master’s head while laughing, making it obvious that they have tricked him. Although 

the situation appears to have been resolved, the snowball still continues into the utter chaos 

which was mentioned previously. It is the exaggeration of the dancing and the revealing of the 

trick that makes up the comedy of this part.  
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234 TARŌ  Ah, forgive us, forgive us. (runs away) 

235 MASTER  You, where are you going?! Those fools, someone catch them! Stay 

there! (chasing after) 

 

The play ends in a sudden halt, just according to the jo-ha-kyū structure. Salz states that it is 

common that kyōgen plays end with a chasing scene in which the ‘antagonist’, in this case the 

master, angrily chases the protagonist across the hashigakari, off the stage, while yelling 

‘yarumaizo’, meaning ‘someone catch them’ or ‘I will not let you escape’.95 This marks the 

end of the play. 

 

8 Discussion, concluding remarks, and reflection 

8.1 Discussion 

Continuing from the topic of humour, we can ask ourselves the question: is humour a 

subjective or common phenomenon? There seems to be a notion that what makes humans 

laugh depends greatly on the preferences of the individual. However, the fact that the kyōgen 

actor can move an audience to make them laugh, is contrasting this notion. Maybe the humour 

that appears in kyōgen, centres around a sense of relief, building onto cognitive mechanisms. 

Dennett et. al. writes that laughter tentatively could be a primitive signal meant to nullify a 

danger signal. The audience do not have to actively participate in the perceived ‘danger’ that 

appears on stage and could therefore be experiencing the relief while spectating, causing 

laughter as a cognitive response.  

It is furthermore of importance that the actor is able to deliver their performance to 

make the audience feel what they want them to feel. Zeami believed that the actor-audience 

contact, as well as the actor’s ability to read and understand their audience to have the right 

timing, is vital for a successful performance, as expressed in Style and The Flower: 

 

For example, when a performance is held for religious purposes or before the nobility, 

the audience will be a large one and the spectators will be slow in quieting down. On 

such an occasion, the performer must wait until the audience falls silent; when they 

find it difficult to wait any longer for the performance to begin, and when all spectators 

are as one in their feeling that the performance is surely late in starting, they will look 

toward the greenroom from which the performer will come. The performer should 

 
95 Jonah Salz, “Tied to a Slapstick.”, pp. 67-68.; やるまいぞ(逃がすまいぞ): yarumaizo (nigasumaizo) [I will 

not let you escape]. 
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emerge at precisely the proper moment and begin his issei.96 This atmosphere that is 

created by such precise timing will in turn be transferred to the spectators, and their 

emotions will fall in harmony with the actor’s performance. Once this atmosphere has 

been established, that day’s performance can already be judged a success.97  

 

Although Zeami’s words refer to the success of a performance of nō theatre, judging by the 

inclusion of the issei, the same could tentatively be said about theatre performances in 

general. He here emphasises the timing of the actor, and he claims that if the actor is 

experienced to the extent that they can read the atmosphere in the room in order to captivate 

the audience, the performance will for sure be successful.  

Additionally, I would like to add another point that has captivated my interest in my 

research, which is the actor’s feelings in portrayal of a character, and how this translates to 

emotions that in turn move the audience. Zeami is in Style and the Flower writing about this 

through his instructions on the portrayal of mad persons in nō plays: 

 

Even a relatively skilful shite may fail to make the distinction between them, and he 

will create his mad gestures in the same manner, so that no emotional response is 

engendered in those who watch him.98 In the case of characters of this sort, the actor 

must have as his intention the manifestation of the precise feelings that can indicate the 

character’s emotional disturbance, and make them the core of his Flower; then, if he 

feigns madness with all the skill he has at his command, there will certainly be many 

arresting elements in his performance. If an actor possesses this kind of skill, and if he 

can make his spectators weep, his art will represent the highest attainment possible.99   

 

If we apply this point of view to kyōgen theatre, it becomes apparent what Zeami means when 

he states that an actor must feel what they want the audience to feel in order to relay the 

performance properly. As stated in section 6, Jonah Salz remarks that masters and beginners 

seem to be the most successful in making the audience laugh when performing the kyōgen 

play Tied to a Stick, which resembles The Delicious Poison. Possibly this could be because of 

the kyōgen master having developed their ‘flower’ to the point that they can vary their 

 
96 Samuel L. Leiter, Historical Dictionary, p. 132. 一声: issei [one voice]. The issei is a musical prelude for 

entrances in nō performances.  
97 Zeami, “Style and the Flower.” in On the Art of The Nō Drama, p. 18. 
98 Samuel L. Leiter, Historical Dictionary, p. 364. シテ: shite [‘doer’]. The shite is the principal actor and 

character of a nō play.; With “distinction between them”, Zeami is referring to a distinction between characters 

of relatively similar emotional states but with different life experiences.  
99 Zeami, “Style and the Flower.” in On the Art of The Nō Drama, p. 13. 
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performance and make their individuality, in a fixed role such as Tarō kaja, shine through. 

Due to the realization of the flower, the art of performing has become one with the actor’s 

very being that the performance in itself may become more of an artwork than an individual 

achievement. It seems to me as a highly probable idea that the growth of the flower would 

directly impact the performance. Simultaneously, the beginner may not necessarily, contrary 

to Zeami’s opinions, focus as much on using their advanced acting technique, but rather on 

getting laughs, while still enjoying the performance themselves.  

 

8.2 Concluding remarks 

The Delicious Poison is a play that appeals to both the experienced and the inexperienced 

viewer. It is truly a classic in the kyōgen repertoire as it can be viewed several times and each 

time evoking humorous reactions through several different devices.  

The Japanese audience is special in the way that it is expected of the attending 

spectators to be well informed about the plays and the characters that appear on stage. 

Therefore, one of the devices that is put in work, is doxa, the knowledge one can assume 

certain people have; in this case the well-versed Japanese kyōgen audience. Doxa humour 

plays on recognition – a knowing of what comes next and seeing contradictions in the course 

of events. For example, a viewer that is well aware of Tarō kaja’s personality and 

characteristics, knows that when Tarō tells the master “do not worry about the guarding”, 

these are the most worrying of words. This viewer recognises that Tarō, who is not at all 

obedient or hard-working, somehow will initiate what will become the chaotic end part. Doxa 

is the device that the tradition of kyōgen is all about and is suggested to be one of the most 

important that appears in the play.  

Another device that is prominent in the play, is exaggeration. Rather than being a comic 

mechanism, it is a powerful tool that can be used to evoke humorous reactions without using 

incongruities (i.e. contradictions). Exaggeration then implies that the expression in movement 

or speech is moved beyond the audience’s normal frames of reference. Furthermore, it is 

closely linked to the jo-ha-kyū principle, which has been included as an important factor in 

the analysis. The jo-ha-kyū principle can be seen in all aspects of the performance. 

The last device that is brought up in this section, is the comprehension-elaboration 

model of humour. Contrary to doxa, which deals with recognition, this device appeals to the 

more inexperienced viewer, as it works through the element of surprise. This means that the 

brain ‘likes’ to be surprised, and that the more it has to work to comprehend the information 
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provided, the more amusing it finds the joke to be. It would tentatively be the case that the 

comprehension-elaboration model can work alongside doxa in plays but appeals to – and is 

more effective when it comes to – a first-time viewer. It would be suggested that it was this 

type of humour device that Ōkura Toraakira wanted kyōgen to portray, since it represents the 

‘higher levels’ of laughter that he wrote about in Waranbegusa. It can be seen as the more 

‘refined’ side of kyōgen humour.  

 

8.3 Reflection 

While conducting the research for this thesis, the supply of sources and documentation 

has been large and diverse. Of the articles and documents that have been used as inspiration 

and references, all seem to be well-grounded in research about the historical sources that exist 

today. However, despite the large number of books and articles available on the topic, it was 

difficult to access some of them. Many books had to be imported from abroad, which was 

inconvenient when it came to the continuity of the research.  

There are certainly alternative ways of interpreting the data and making the analysis. As 

The Delicious Poison is initially an improvisational piece of theatre, the interpretation of it is 

dependent on factors such as the version of the script and the method of translating it. A 

different version than Shogakukan’s script could possibly have been interpreted in a different 

way, especially when it comes to parts that are not certainly definite, such as movement and 

manner of speech. Furthermore, since the script that was provided is written in older Japanese, 

there could have been misunderstandings and personal interpretations translating the text for 

the analysis. As for the inclusion of theories on humour, it would be possible to use other 

ideas by different theorists, which possibly would lead to other conclusions and 

interpretations of the play. Additionally, my personal interpretations of the definitions of the 

theories used may have affected the way they are used in this study.   

In order to evaluate the theories presented in this thesis, the next steps would tentatively 

imply further research and analysis on kyōgen pieces of other thematic genres, such as plays 

about mountain monks or women. This would provide more insight into the approach to the 

subject, as well as increase the credibility of the study. Furthermore, it would be beneficial to 

broaden the study about The Delicious Poison and conduct a complete performance analysis, 

where the play is put into the context of the theatrical event.  
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Appendices 
 

Appendix A: Diagram of the kyōgen stage, based on illustrations from Japanese Nō Dramas 

by Royall Tyler on page 21 and an illustration found on The Nippon Foundation Library’s 

webpage.  
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Appendix B: 狂言 (附子)100 

（主・太郎冠者・次郎冠者登場） 

1  主「これはこの辺りに住まひ致す者でござる。 某
それがし

、ちと所用あって、山一つあ

なたへ参らうと存する。まづ両人の者を呼び出だし、留守の程を申し付けうと存

じる。ヤイヤイ両人の者、居るかやい。」 

2  太郎冠者と次郎冠者 「ハアーッ」 

3  主「ゐたか。」 

4  太郎「両人の者、」 

5 太郎と次郎「お前に居りまする。」 

6 主「念なう早かつた。汝らを呼び出だすは別なることでもない。某、ちと所用あ

って、山一つあなたへ行くほどに、汝らよう留守をせい。」 

7 太郎「イヤ、私、お供に参りませうほどに、次郎冠者をお留守におかれませ。」 

8  次郎「イヤイヤ、私、お供に参りませうほどに太郎冠者をお留守におかれま

せ。」 

9  主「イヤイヤ、今日は思ふ子細あって両人とも供はいらぬ。しばらくそれに待

て。」 

10  太郎と次郎「畏まってござる」 

11 主（舞台後方から葛
かずら

桶
おけ

を持って出て、舞台前方に置く）「ヤイヤイ、これは附

子ぢゃほどに、念を入れてよう番をせい。」 

12  太郎「その儀でござれば両人とも、ナア、」 

13  次郎「オウ」 

14  太郎と次郎「お供に参りませう。」 

15 主人「それはまたなぜに。」 

16 太郎「ハテ、あの者がお留守を致せば、ほかにお留守は、ナア、」 

17 次郎「オウ」 

18  太郎と次郎「いりまするまい。」 

19  主「それは汝らの聞きやうが悪しい。汝らに言ひ付くるは留守、これはまた附子

というて、向かうから吹く風に当たってさへ、たちまち滅却
めっきゃく

するほどの大の毒

ぢゃほどに、さう心得てよう番をせい。」 

20  太郎「その儀でござれば畏まってござる。」 

21 次郎（主に）「ちと御不審を申し上げまする。」 

 
100 Tadahiko Kitagawa, “Busu [The Delicious Poison].” in Kyōgenshū, pp. 256-72. 
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22 主人「何ごとぢゃ。」 

23 次郎「向かうから吹く風に当たってさへ滅却するほどの大の毒を、頼うだお方に

は何としてお取り扱ひなされまするぞ。」 

24 太郎（次郎冠者に）「よい御不審を申し上げた。」 

25 次郎（太郎冠者に）「その通りぢゃ。」 

26 主「不審尤もぢゃ。これは主を思ふ物で、その主が持て扱へば苦しうない。また

汝らがそっとでも側へ寄ったならば、必ず滅却するほどに、さう心得てよう番を

せい。」 

27 太郎「その儀でござれば、」 

28 太郎と次郎「畏まってござる。」 

29 主「身共はもはや行くであらう。」 

30 太郎と次郎「まうお出でなされまするか。」 

31 主「留守の程を頼むぞ。」 

32 太郎「お留守の程はそっともお気遣ひなされずに、御ゆるりと、」 

33 太郎と次郎「慰うで戻らせられい。」 

34 主「頼むぞ頼むぞ。」（橋がかり[2]へ行き、狂言座[3]に座る） 

35 太郎（主を見送りながら）「イヤ申し、頼うだお方。」 

36 次郎（同じく）「頼うだ人。」 

37 太郎「ホ、とっとと行かせられた。」 

38 次郎「まことに、とっとと行かせられた。」 

39 太郎「まづ下におゐやれ。」 

40 次郎「心得た。」 

41 太郎と次郎「エイエイ、ヤットナ。」（両人、大小前[4]に座る） 

42 太郎「さて、最前両人ともお供に参らうと言うたは偽り、まことは、このやうに

お内にゐてお留守をするほど楽なことはないぞ、な。」 

43 次郎「おしゃる通り、このやうな気楽なことはおりない。」 

44 太郎（急に立ち上がって橋がかり[2]へ逃げながら）「ちゃっと退け、ちゃっと

退け。」 

45 次郎（あとを追いながら）「何とした、何とした。」 

46 太郎「今、附子の方から。ひいやりとした風が吹いた。」 

47 次郎「それは気味のようないことぢゃ。」 

48 太郎「ちと間を隔ててゐよう。」 

49 次郎「それがよからう。」 
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50 太郎「この辺りがよからう。」 

51 次郎「心得た。」（両人、再び本舞台[1]にはいり、地謡座[5]寄りに座る） 

52 太郎と次郎「エイエイ、ヤットナ。」 

53 次郎「さて、最前身共が申し上ぐる通り、いかに主を思ふ物でも、向かうから吹

く風に当たってさへ滅却するほどの大の毒を、頼うだお方には何としてお取り扱

ひなさるることぢゃ知らぬ。」 

54 太郎「おしゃる通り、何とも合点の行かぬことぢゃ。」 

55 次郎（これもまた急に立ち上がって橋がかり[2]へ逃げながら）「ちゃっと退

け、ちゃっと退け。」 

56 太郎（あとを追いながら）「何とした、何とした。」 

57 次郎「今また附子の方から、なま暖かい風が吹いた。」 

58 太郎「さてさて、それは気味のようないことぢゃ。さて身共が思ふには、あの附

子をそと見うと思ふが何とあらうぞ。」 

59 次郎「イヤここな者が。向かうから吹く風に当たってさへ滅却するほどの大の毒

を、何として見らるるものか。」 

60 太郎「向かうから吹く風を、この方から扇ぎ返いて、その隙にそと見うではない

か。」 

61 次郎「それは一段とよからう。」 

62 太郎「それならば我御料精を出いて扇いでおくりゃれ。」 

63 次郎「心得た。」 

64 太郎「扇げ扇げ。」（扇を使いながら葛桶に近づく） 

65 次郎「扇ぐぞ扇ぐぞ。」（あとに続きながらあおぐ） 

66 太郎「扇げ扇げ。」 

67 次郎「扇ぐぞ扇ぐぞ。」 

68 太郎（葛桶のそばへ寄ったところで）「イヤなうなう、今紐を解くほどに、精を

出いて扇いでおくりゃ。」 

69 次郎「心得た心得た。」 

70 太郎「扇げ扇げ」 

71 次郎「扇ぐぞ扇ぐぞ。」（幾度も繰り返す。だんだん調子を速める。そのうち太

郎冠者、ひもを解いて） 

72 太郎「ちゃっと退け、ちゃっと退け。」 

73 次郎「何とした、何とした。」（両人、逃げて橋がかり[2]へ行く） 
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74 太郎「まんまん紐を解いた。そなた行て蓋を取って来ておくりゃれ。」（以下の

セリフの間も、両人とも無意識のうちに扇を使っている） 

75 次郎「ついでぢゃ、我御料行て取って来ておくりゃれ。」 

76 太郎「イヤイヤ、このやうなことは代はる代はるがよい。是非ともぞなた行て取

って来ておくりゃれ。」 

77 次郎「それならば身共が行て取って来うほどに、我御料精を出いて扇いておくり

ゃれ。」 

78 太郎「心得た。」 

79 次郎「扇げ扇げ。」（先ほどの太郎冠者と同様、あおぎながら葛桶に近づく） 

80 太郎「扇ぐぞ扇ぐぞ。」（あとに続きながらあおぐ） 

81 次郎「扇げ扇げ。」 

82 太郎「扇ぐぞ扇ぐぞ。」 

83 次郎（葛桶のそばへ寄ったところで）「イヤなうなう、今、蓋を取るほどに、精

を出いて扇いでおくりゃれ。」 

84 太郎「心得た心得た。」 

85 次郎「扇げ扇げ。」 

86 太郎「扇ぐぞ扇ぐぞ。」（幾度も繰り返す。調子が速くなること前と同様） 

87 次郎（ふたをとり）「ちゃっと退け、ちゃっと退け。」 

88 太郎「何とした、何とした。」（両人、また橋がかり[2]へ逃げる） 

89 次郎「まんまと蓋を取った。」（以下、両人とも無意識のうちに扇を使うこと前

と同様） 

90 太郎「それで落ち着いた。」 

91 次郎「落ち着いたのは。」 

92 太郎「生き物ならばとって出うが、まづは生き物ではないと見えた。」 

93 次郎「だますかも知れぬ。」 

94 太郎「恐物ながら見届けて参らう。」 

95 次郎「それがよからう。」 

96 太郎「また精を出いて扇いでおくりゃれ。」 

97 次郎「心得た。」 

98 太郎「扇げ扇げ。」（以下の動きは前二回と同様） 

99 次郎「扇ぐぞ扇ぐぞ。」 

100 太郎「扇げ扇げ。」 

101 次郎「扇ぐぞ扇ぐぞ。」 
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102 太郎「イヤなうなう、今中を見るほどに、精を出いて扇いでおくりゃれ。」 

103 次郎「心得た」 

104 太郎「扇げ扇げ」 

105 次郎「扇ぐぞ扇ぐぞ。」 

106 太郎「扇げ扇げ。」 

107 次郎「扇ぐぞ扇ぐぞ。」 

108 太郎（葛桶の中をのぞいて）「ちゃっと退け、ちゃっと退け。」 

109 次郎「何とした、何とした。」（両人、また橋がかり[2]へ逃げる） 

110 太郎「まづは黒うどんみりとして、うまさうな物ぢゃ。」 

111 次郎「何ぢゃ、うまさうな物ぢゃ。」 

112 太郎「なかなか。」 

113 次郎「それならば身共も見て来うほどに、また精を出いて扇いでおくりゃれ。」 

114 太郎「心得た。」 

115 次郎「扇げ扇げ。」 

116 太郎「扇ぐぞ扇ぐぞ。」 

117 次郎「扇げ扇げ。」 

118 太郎「扇ぐぞ扇ぐぞ。」 

119 次郎（葛桶の中をのぞいて）「ちゃっと退け、ちゃっと退け。」 

120 太郎「何とした、何とした。」（両人、橋がかり[2]へ逃げる） 

121 次郎「おしゃる通り、黒うどんみりとして、うまさうな物ぢゃ。」（両人、扇を

たたみ、腰にさす） 

122 太郎「身共はあの附子が食ひたうなった。行て食て来う。」 

123 次郎「イヤここな者が。向かうから吹く風に当たってさへ滅却するほどの大の毒

を、何として食はるるものか。」 

124 太郎「身共はあの附子に領ぜられたかして、しきりに食ひたうなった。行て食て

来う。」 

125 次郎「身共は側にゐるからは、やることはならぬ。」（太郎冠者の袖を取る） 

126 太郎「ここを放いておくりゃれ。」 

127 次郎「放すことはならぬ。」 

128 太郎「放せと言ふに。」 

129 次郎「ならぬと言ふに。」 

130 太郎「名残の袖を振り切りて、」（次郎冠者の押えている袖を振り放し）「附子

の側にぞ寄りにげる。」（謡いながら葛桶に近づく） 
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131 次郎「アリャ、附子の側へ寄りをった。おのれ、今に滅却せうぞ。」 

132 太郎（扇を取り出し、それを飴棒のように使って葛桶の中の物を食べる）「アム

アムアムアム。」 

133 次郎「アリャ、附子を食ふわ。あのれ、今に滅却せうぞ。」 

134 太郎（左手で額を押えて）「アア、たまらぬ、たまらぬ。」 

135 次郎「そりゃ滅却した。」（我を忘れて太郎冠者のそばへ駆け寄り、肩を貸し）

「ヤイヤイ太郎冠者、気をはったと待て、気おはったと待て。」 

136 太郎「誰ぢゃ誰ぢゃ。」 

137 次郎「身共ぢゃわいやい、身共ぢゃわいやい。」 

138 太郎（気がついた）「エイ次郎冠者。」 

139 次郎「何とした。」 

140 太郎「うまうてたまらぬ。」 

141 次郎「何ぢゃ、『うまうてたまらぬ』。」 

142 太郎「なかなか。」 

143 次郎「して、附子は何ぢゃ。」 

144 太郎「こりゃ見よ、砂糖ぢゃ。」 

145 次郎（葛桶の中を見て）「どれどれ、まことに砂糖ぢゃ。」 

146 太郎「サアサア食へ食へ。」 

147 次郎「心得た心得た。」 

148 太郎と次郎「アムアムアムアム。」（両人食べる） 

149 太郎「何と何と、うまい物ではないか。」 

150 次郎「おしゃる通り、うまい物ぢゃ。」 

151 太郎「このやうなうまい物ぢゃによって、そちや身共に食はすまいと思うて、附

子ぢゃの、」 

152 次郎「毒ぢゃの—。」（両人笑う） 

153 太郎「憎さも憎し、アムアムアム。」 

154 次郎「ただ食へ、アムアムアム。」 

155 太郎「頤が落つるやうな、アムアムアム。」（葛桶を自分の手もとに引き寄せ、

一人じめして食べる） 

156 次郎（それをそっと取り返し）「手の放さるることではない、アムアムアム。」 

157 太郎（気がついて）「ヤイヤイ、身共にもちと食はさぬか。」 

158 次郎「そちがあまり我慢に食ふによって、身共も食はねばならぬ。」 

159 太郎「身共も食はねばならぬ。こちへおこせ。」 
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160 次郎「こちへおこせ。」 

161 太郎と次郎「こちへおこせ、こちへおこせ。」（両人、葛桶を奪い合う） 

162 太郎「それならば、両人仲よう真ん中に置いて食はう。」 

163 次郎「それがよからう。」（葛桶を中ほどへ置き、かわるがわる食べる） 

164 太郎「サアサア食へ食へ、アムアムアム。」 

165 次郎「心得た心得た、アムアムアム。」 

166 太郎「このやおうなうまい物つひに食うたことがない、アムアムアム。」 

167 次郎「頤が落つるやうな、アムアムアム。」 

168 太郎「ただ食へ、ただ食へ、アムアムアム。」（葛桶の中の砂糖が残り少なにな

ったのを知り、そっと葛桶のそばを離れる） 

169 次郎「手の放さるることではない、ムアムアム。」（食べ続けるうちに、砂糖が

なくなったのに気づいて）「ヨウ、イヤなうなう、附子が皆になった。」 

170 太郎「ヨウ。よいことをおしやったの。」 

171 次郎「よいことをした、とは。」 

172 太郎「ハテ、あの附子はそちや身共に食はすまいと思うて、附子ぢゃの毒ぢゃの

と仰せられたものを。あのやうに皆食うたならば、よいとは仰せらるるまい。お

帰りなされたならば、この通りまっすぐに申し上げう。」 

173 次郎「アアこれこれ、この附子を見初めたも食ひ初めたも、皆そちぢゃ。お帰り

なされたならば、この通りまっすぐに申し上げう。」 

174 太郎「アアこれこれ、今のはちと戯れごとでおりゃる。」 

175 次郎「そのやうな悪い戯れごとは言はぬものぢゃ。して、言ひ訳は何とする。」 

176 太郎（脇柱[6]のほうをさしながら）「あのお掛け物を破れ。」 

177 次郎「ハア、これを破れば言ひ訳になるか。」 

178 太郎「オオ、なるとも、なるとも。」 

179 次郎「それならば破らう。」（脇柱[6]の前へ行き）「サラリサラリ、バッサ

リ。」（掛け物を破る）「サア破った。」 

180 太郎「ヨウ。またよいことをおしやったの。」 

181 次郎「またよいことをおした、とは。」 

182 太郎「ハテ、あの附子はも共が見初めたにも食ひ初めたにもさしめ。あのお掛け

物は御秘蔵のお掛け物ぢゃによって、あのやうに破ったならばよいとは仰せらる

るまい。お帰りなされたならば、この通りまっすぐに申し上げう。」 

183 次郎「アアこれこれ、これもそちが破れと言うたのよって破った。お帰りなされ

たならば、この通りまっすぐに申し上げう。」 
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184 太郎「アアこれこれ、これもまた戯れごとでおりゃる。」 

185 次郎「またしてもまたしても、そのやうな悪い戯れごとは言はぬものぢゃ。し

て、言ひ訳は何とする。」 

186 太郎（目付柱[7]のほうをさし）「あの台天目を打ち割れ。」 

187 次郎「身共ははや嫌ぢゃ。」 

188 太郎「それはまたなぜに。」 

189 次郎（太郎冠者の顔を見つめながら）「また申し上げう、でな」（両人笑う） 

190 太郎「それならば、両人一緒に打ち割らう。」 

191 次郎「それがよからう。」 

192 太郎「これへ寄らしめ。」 

193 次郎「心得た。」（両人、目付柱[7]のそばへ行く） 

194 太郎と次郎「エイエイ、ヤットナ。」（両人して天目を持ち上げる） 

195 太郎「さて、これには声を三つかけ、三つ目に打ち割らう。」 

196 次郎「それがよからう。」 

197 太郎と次郎「イーヤア、エイ。」 

198 太郎「一つよ。」 

199 太郎と次郎「イーヤア、エイ。」 

200 次郎「二つよ。」 

201 太郎「今度が大事ぢゃ。出し抜くまおぞ。」 

202 次郎「出し抜くことではない。」 

203 太郎と次郎「イーヤア、エイ。」（両人、手を放す） 

204 太郎「グヮラリン。」 

205 次郎「チーン。」 

206 太郎「数が多うなった。」 

207 次郎「微塵になった。」（両人笑う） 

208 次郎「して、言ひ訳は何とする。」 

209 太郎「さてさて、そちは気の弱い者ぢゃ。今にもお帰りなされたならば、しきり

に泣け。」 

210 次郎「ハア、泣けば言ひ訳になるか。」 

211 太郎「オオ、なるとも、なるとも。」（橋がかり[2]のほうを見やり）「ハハ

ア、もはやお帰りに間もあるまい。まづこれへ寄っておゐやれ。」 

212 次郎「心得た。」 

213 太郎と次郎「エイエイ、ヤットナ。」（大小前[4]に座る） 
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214 主（立ち、一の松[8]まで出て）「やうやう用のことをしまうでござる。両人の

者に留守の程を申し付けてはござれども、心もとなうござるによって、急いで戻

らうと存ずる。」（本舞台[1]にはいり）「イヤ何かと申すうち、はや戻っ

た。」 

215 太郎「そりゃお帰りぢゃ。泣け。」（両人泣く） 

216 主「ヤイヤイ両人の者、今戻ったぞ、今戻ったぞ。」（両人泣き続ける）「これ

はいかなこと、某が戻ったを歓びはせいで、なぜそのやうに落涙するぞ。」 

217 太郎「次郎冠者、申し上げてくれい。」 

218 次郎「太郎冠者、申し上げてくれい。」（両人とも泣き続ける） 

219 主「ヤイヤイ、心もとない。どちらからなりとも早う言へ。」 

220 太郎「それならば私から申し上げませう。大事のお留守でござるによって、眠っ

てはなるまいと存じ、次郎冠者と相撲をとってござれば、次郎冠者が強うでござ

って、私を目より高う差し上げ、既に投げうと致しましたによって、投げられて

はなるまいと存じ、あのお掛け物に取りついてござれば、」（脇柱[6]のほうに

さし）「あれ、あのやうに破れました。」（泣く） 

221 主「これはいかないこと、秘蔵の掛け物を散々にしをった。」 

222 次郎「それを取って返すとて、台天目の上へズデイドウ。」（目付柱[7]のほう

をさし）「あれ、あのやうに微塵になりました。」（両人、激しく泣く） 

223 主「南無三宝、秘蔵の台天目まで微塵にしをった。おのれら両人生けておく奴で

はないぞ。」 

224 太郎「とても生けてはおかれまするまいと存じ、附子なと食て死なうと思う

て、」（次郎冠者に）「なう次郎冠者、」 

225 次郎「オオ。」 

226 主（葛桶の中を見て）「これはいかないこと、附子まで皆にしをった。さてもさ

ても憎い奴でござる。」（肩衣の片袖を脱ぐ） 

227 太郎「一口食へども死なれもせず、」 

228 次郎「二口食へどもまだ死なず、」 

229 太郎「三口四口、」 

230 次郎「五口、」 

231 太郎「十口余り、」（このあたりから両人立ち、舞い始める） 

232 太郎と次郎「皆にまるまで食うたれども、死なれぬことのめでたさよ。アラ頭固

やんにゃ。」（両人、舞いながら主の頭を扇で打って、大笑いする） 

233 主「何と頭固やんにゃ。」（扇を振り上げる） 
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234 太郎「アア、許させられい、許させらせい。」（逃げ入る） 

235 主「おのれ、どちへ行く。あの横着者、誰そ捕らへてくれい。やるまいぞやるま

いぞ、やるまいぞやるまいぞ。」（追い込む） 
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Appendix C: The Delicious Poison 
 

The Delicious Poison 

Translated by Frida Bergholm 

 

The master, Tarō kaja and Jirō kaja enter the stage [1]. 

1      MASTER I am a resident of this area. I have some business to take care of and 

will travel beyond the mountains. First, I will call out Tarō and Jirō 

kaja and order them to stay to stand guard. Both of you, are you here? 

2      TARŌ AND JIRŌ  Yes.  

3      MASTER You were here? 

4      TARŌ Both of us… 

5      TARŌ AND JIRŌ  …are to your service [lit. tr. in front of you] 

6      MASTER That was faster than I had expected. I called you not for different 

matters. I have some business to take care of and will travel behind the 

mountain, and you will [stay and] stand guard [here].  

7     TARŌ No, let us go together and leave Jirō kaja behind to guard.  

8     JIRŌ  No, no, let us go together and leave Tarō kaja behind to guard. 

9     MASTER No, no, for today’s matter I will not need to go with any of you. Wait 

here for a moment.  

10   TARŌ AND JIRŌ  Certainly. 

11   MASTER (brings out a [small] container from the back of the stage and puts it 

in the front) This is busu, so keep that in mind.  

12   TARŌ If that is the case, then, say… 

13   JIRŌ …oo… 

14   TARŌ AND JIRŌ  …let us go with you. 

15   MASTER Why is that again? 

16   TARŌ Well, if that person stands guard, then for someone else [to do it] is, 

say… 

17   JIRŌ …oo… 

18   TARŌ AND JIRŌ  …unnecessary. 
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19   MASTER  That is not what I said. I ordered you to stand guard, and over there is 

the great poison called busu, that is so poisonous, even the air around 

it will instantly kill you, so keep that in mind. 

20   TARŌ If that is the case, then certainly. 

21   JIRŌ  (to the master) I have a question to humbly ask. 

22   MASTER What is it? 

23   JIRŌ If it is a fatal poison that is so poisonous that even the air around it 

will instantly kill you, then how did you, our great master, handle it? 

24   TARŌ  (to Jirō kaja) You asked a good question. 

25   JIRŌ  (to Tarō kaja) I agree. 

26   MASTER Of course you are curious. It values its master, and so it will not be 

difficult for that master to handle it. But if you approach it only a 

little, it will surely kill you, so beware of that. 

27   TARŌ If that is the case… 

28   TARŌ AND JIRŌ  …then certainly. 

29   MASTER I should go quickly.  

30   TARŌ AND JIRŌ  Are you already leaving? 

31   MASTER I ask of you to stay. 

32   TARŌ Do not worry about the guarding, take your time… 

33   TARŌ AND JIRŌ  …and come back refreshed. 

34   MASTER  I ask of you, I ask of you. (goes to the hashigakari [2] and sits down at 

the kyōgenza [3]) 

35   TARŌ  (while bidding their master farewell) No, we will, great master! 

36   JIRŌ  (similarly) Master! 

37   TARŌ  Ho, we made him leave quickly. 

38   JIRŌ  Indeed, we made him leave quickly.  

39   TARŌ  First of all, sit down. 

40   JIRŌ  Understood. 

41   TARŌ AND JIRŌ  Eiei, at last. (both sit down at the daishōmae [4]) 

42   TARŌ  So, just now I lied about wanting to go together, while truthfully there 

is nothing as pleasurable as staying at home, is there? 

43   JIRŌ Like you said, such carefreeness is not to be taken for granted. 
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44   TARŌ   (quickly stands up and runs away to the hashigakari [2]) Move aside a little, 

move aside a little! 

45   JIRŌ  (while following) What is it, what is it? 

46   TARŌ Now, from the direction of the busu. A gust of wind blew [to over here]. 

47   JIRŌ  I did not feel it. 

48   TARŌ  Let us keep some distance from it. 

49   JIRŌ That would be good. 

50   TARŌ This area would be good. 

51   JIRŌ Understood. (Both enter the main stage [1] again and sit down by the 

jiutaiza [5]) 

52   TARŌ AND JIRŌ  Eiei, at last.  

53   JIRŌ So, as I just said, however much it values its master, I do not know why 

our great master would handle this grand poison that would kill from just 

the air around it.  

54   TARŌ Like you said, I cannot understand it.  

55   JIRŌ  (again stands up and runs away towards the hashigakari[1]) Move aside a 

little, move aside a little! 

56   TARŌ  (while following) What is it, what is it? 

57   JIRŌ  Just now again, a gust of slightly warm wind came from the direction of 

the busu. 

58   TARŌ  So, so, I could not feel it. Then in my opinion, let us go take a look at 

what that busu is. 

59   JIRŌ You fool [are saying unnecessary things]. It is so poisonous that even the 

wind flowing over it will kill you on the spot, so why would you look at 

it? 

60   TARŌ If we fan the wind coming from that way, from this side, shouldn’t we 

have a small chance to peek at it? 

61   JIRŌ That would be even better. 

62   TARŌ In that case, gather your energy and fan away. 

63   JIRŌ Understood. 

64   TARŌ Fan, fan! (approaching the container while fanning) 

65   JIRŌ I’m fanning, I’m fanning! (fanning while following) 

66   TARŌ Fan, fan! 
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67   JIRŌ I’m fanning, I’m fanning! 

68   TARŌ  (now close to the container) No oh, now I will untie the string, keep 

fanning all you can. 

69   JIRŌ I will, I will.  

70   TARŌ Fan, fan! 

71   JIRŌ I’m fanning, I’m fanning! (Repeating many times, gradually hastening 

the pace. Meanwhile Tarō kaja loosens the string [around the container]) 

72   TARŌ  Move aside a little, move aside a little! 

73   JIRŌ What is it, what is it? (Both run away to the hashigakari [2]) 

74   TARŌ  I untied the string. Go over there and take off the lid. (they unconsciously 

keep fanning during the following serif) 

75   JIRŌ Next time, you go and take it. 

76   TARŌ No, no, taking turns like this is better. I would like you to go and take it 

[the lid]. 

77   JIRŌ Then I will go and take it [the lid] while you fan it. 

78   TARŌ Understood. 

79   JIRŌ Fan, fan. (similar to Tarō kaja previously, moving closer to the container 

while fanning) 

80   TARŌ  I’m fanning, I’m fanning. (fanning while following) 

81   JIRŌ Fan, fan! 

82   TARŌ I’m fanning, I’m fanning. 

83   JIRŌ  (now close to the container) No, oh, now I will take off the lid, so fan 

away with all your might. 

84   TARŌ I will, I will. 

85   JIRŌ Fan, fan! 

86   TARŌ I’m fanning, I’m fanning. (Repeating many times, gradually hastening 

the pace like before) 

87   JIRŌ  (taking off the lid) Move aside a little, move aside a little! 

88   TARŌ What happened? (Both run back to the hashigakari [2]) 

89   JIRŌ I took off the lid. (below, similar to before, they unconsciously keep 

fanning) 

90   TARŌ It got quiet [nothing happened].  

91   JIRŌ It got quiet [nothing happened]? 
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92   TARŌ If it had been a living thing it would have come out, so firstly we could 

see that it is not living. 

93   JIRŌ It might be a trick. 

94   TARŌ It is frightening, but we should see it with our own eyes. 

95   JIRŌ That would be good. 

96   TARŌ  Fan with all your might again. 

97   JIRŌ Understood. 

98   TARŌ Fan, fan. (the following movements are like the two times before) 

99   JIRŌ I’m fanning, I’m fanning. 

100 TARŌ Fan, fan. 

101 JIRŌ I’m fanning, I’m fanning. 

102 TARŌ  Now I am going to look [down] into [the container], so fan all you can. 

103 JIRŌ Understood. 

104 TARŌ Fan, fan. 

105 JIRŌ I’m fanning, I’m fanning. 

106 TARŌ Fan, fan. 

107 JIRŌ I’m fanning, I’m fanning.  

108 TARŌ  (peeks down into the container) Move aside a little, move aside a little! 

109 JIRŌ What is it, what is it? (both run back to the hashigakari [2]) 

110 TARŌ  At first it looked like something black, but something delicious. 

111 JIRŌ What, something delicious? 

112 TARŌ Considerably. 

113 JIRŌ If that is the case, I will go and look, so you fan with all your might 

again. 

114 TARŌ Understood.  

115 JIRŌ  Fan, fan. 

116 TARŌ I’m fanning, I’m fanning. 

117 JIRŌ Fan it, fan it. 

118 TARŌ I’m fanning, I’m fanning. 

119 JIRŌ  (peeks down into the container) Move aside a little, move aside a little! 

120 TARŌ What is it, what is it? (both run away to the hashigakari[2]) 

121 JIRŌ Like you said, it looked black and like something delicious. (both fold 

their fans and attach them to their hips) 
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122 TARŌ I have come to want to eat that busu. Let us go taste it.  

123 JIRŌ  Saying unnecessary things. It is a poison that is so poisonous that even 

the air around it will kill you in an instant, why would you want to eat 

that? 

124 TARŌ  I have become fascinated by that busu and I have come to strongly want 

to eat it. Come, let us go eat it.  

125 JIRŌ  I am by your side, so I will not let you. (grips Tarō kaja’s sleeve) 

126 TARŌ  Let go of it.  

127 JIRŌ  It cannot [be done]. 

128 TARŌ  I said let go [of me]. 

129 JIRŌ  I said it cannot [be done]. 

130 TARŌ  I will shake off the end of my sleeve, (Tarō kaja breaks free from the 

sleeve that is being held) and run away to close to the busu. (approaching 

the container while chanting)101 

131 JIRŌ  Arya, he is approaching the busu. Now he is going to die. 

132 TARŌ  (takes up his fan and uses it like a candy stick to eat the matter inside the 

container) Om nom nom. 

133 JIRŌ  Arya, he ate the busu. Now he is going to die.  

134 TARŌ  (covers his forehead with his left hand) Ah, it is amazing, it is out of this 

world.  

135 JIRŌ  This is when he dies. (forgetting himself, he rushes over to Tarō kaja and 

lends him his shoulder) Hey Tarō kaja, wait to brace yourself, wait to 

brace yourself.   

136 TARŌ  Who is it, who is it? 

137 JIRŌ  It is me, it is me! 

138 TARŌ  (realized) Ah Jirō kaja. 

139 JIRŌ  What is it? 

140 TARŌ  It is amazingly delicious. 

141 JIRŌ  What, ’amazingly delicious’? 

142 TARŌ  Very. 

143 JIRŌ  Then, what is busu. 

 
101 From here starts the chant, and Tarō kaja does the following movements while chanting. The sudden chanting 

makes up a humorous feeling.  
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144 TARŌ  Look here, it is sugar. 

145 JIRŌ  (looking [down] into the container) Well now, it is indeed sugar. 

146 TARŌ  Come and eat. 

147 JIRŌ  I will, I will. 

148 TARŌ AND JIRŌ      Om nom nom. (both eat) 

149 TARŌ  What, what, isn’t it something delicious? 

150 JIRŌ  Like you said, it is something delicious.  

151 TARŌ  Because it is something this delicious, so for us not to eat it, [master said] 

it was busu and,  

152 JIRŌ  that it was poison. (both laugh) 

153 TARŌ  I extremely hate it, om nom nom. 

154 JIRŌ  Just eat, om nom nom. 

155 TARŌ  This is stunningly delicious, om nom nom. (moves the container closer to 

his side and eats alone) 

156 JIRŌ  (moves it back) I cannot let it go from my side, om nom nom.  

157 TARŌ  (realizing) Hey, leave some for me. 

158 JIRŌ  You are eating with such abstention [slowly], so I also have to eat. 

159 TARŌ  I too must eat. Put it over here. 

160 JIRŌ  Put it over here. 

161 TARŌ AND JIRŌ      Put it over here, put it over here. (both fight over the container) 

162 TARŌ  If that is the case, let us put it in the middle between us and eat. 

163 JIRŌ  That would be good. (puts the container in the middle and take turns 

eating) 

164 TARŌ  Come, eat, eat. Om nom nom. 

165 JIRŌ  I will, I will. Om nom nom. 

166 TARŌ  I have never eaten something this delicious, om nom nom. 

167 JIRŌ  It is stunningly delicious, om nom nom. 

168 TARŌ  Just eat, just eat. Om nom nom. (knowing the sugar left in the container 

is becoming less, suddenly leaves the side of the container) 

169 JIRŌ  I am not letting go, om nom nom. (while continuing to eat, realizing that 

the sugar has run out) Yoo, oh no, the busu is all gone. 

170 TARŌ  Yoo. You have done it. 

171 JIRŌ  Done it? 
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172 TARŌ  So I think that [the master] did not want us to eat the busu, so he said that 

is was busu, that it was poison. Because you ate it all like that, you 

cannot say it is good. When he comes home, I will tell him directly like 

that. 

173 JIRŌ  Ah, here, here, the one who wanted to look at it and eat it in the first 

place, it was always you. When he comes home, I will tell him directly 

like that.  

174 TARŌ  Ah, here, here, I am just joking with you.  

175 JIRŌ  Do not say mean jokes to me like that. But what is our excuse? 

176 TARŌ  (pointing towards the wakibashira [6]) Break that hanging scroll.  

177 JIRŌ  Haa, so if we break it, we have an excuse? 

178 TARŌ  Oo, we will, we will.  

179 JIRŌ  If that is the case, let us break it. (goes to the front of the wakibashira  

[6]) Sarari, sarari, bassari! (breaks the scroll) I broke it.  

180 TARŌ  Yoo. You have done it again.  

181 JIRŌ  Done it again? 

182 TARŌ  So admit that I was the one who at first looked at and ate the busu.  But 

that hanging scroll was a precious hanging scroll [to our master], so that 

you broke it like that cannot be good. When he comes back, I will tell 

him directly like that.  

183 JIRŌ  Ah, here, here, I broke it because you told me to break it! When he 

comes back, I will tell him directly like that.  

184 TARŌ  Ah, here, here, I am joking with you again.  

185 JIRŌ  You got me again, do not tell mean jokes like that. But what are we going 

to do with the excuse? 

186 TARŌ  (pointing towards the metsukebashira [7]) Crush that tea bowl.  

187 JIRŌ  I am already detestable.   

188 TARŌ  Why is that again? 

189 JIRŌ  (gazes at Tarō kaja’s face) And why is that again? (both laugh) 

190 TARŌ  If that is the case, let us crush it together. 

191 JIRŌ  That would be good.  

192 TARŌ  Approach towards here. 

193 JIRŌ  Understood. (both go close to the metsukebashira [7]) 
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194 TARŌ AND JIRŌ    Eiei, heave-ho. (both pick up the tea bowl) 

195 TARŌ  Then, [I will] count to three, so let us throw it on the third. 

196 JIRŌ  That will be good.  

197 TARŌ AND JIRŌ     Iya, ei.  

198 TARŌ  One! 

199 TARŌ AND JIRŌ    Iya, ei.  

200 TARŌ  Two! 

201 TARŌ  Next time is important. Do not mess it up. 

202 JIRŌ  I will not mess it up. 

203 TARŌ AND JIRŌ    Iya, ei. (both let go [of the bowl])  

204 TARŌ  Gwararin [crash]. 

205 JIRŌ  Chīn. 

206 TARŌ  It became [shattered into] many pieces.  

207 JIRŌ  It turned into fine dust. (both laugh) 

208 JIRŌ  But what are we going to do about our excuse? 

209 TARŌ  So, so, you are a timid person. If he comes back now, cry right away.  

210 JIRŌ  Haa, do we have an excuse if we cry? 

211 TARŌ  Oo, we will, we will. (looking towards the hashigakari [2]) Haha, he is 

already returning soon. First let us  

212 JIRŌ  Understood.  

213 TARŌ AND JIRŌ   Ei ei, heave-ho. (they sit down at the daishōmae [4]) 

214 MASTER  (stands up, goes out to the first pine [8]) I have finished my various 

matters [that I had to attend]. Even if I ordered the two who have been 

standing guard, I still cannot trust them, so I shall hurriedly return. 

(enters the main stage [1]) Oh no, while I have been talking, I have 

already returned.  

215 TARŌ  He is back. Cry. (both cry)  

216 MASTER  Hey both of you, I am back, I am back. (both continue crying) This 

cannot be, you should be happy I have returned, why are you shedding 

tears like that? 

217 TARŌ  Jirō kaja, please tell him.   

218 JIRŌ  Tarō kaja, please tell him. (both continue to cry) 

219 MASTER  Hey, I cannot believe you. It does not matter from whom, just tell me. 
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220 TARŌ  If that is the case, I will tell you. Because we were standing guard so 

importantly, we were becoming sleepy, so I did some sumo wrestling 

with Jirō kaja, and Jirō kaja is so strong, and he lifted me up higher than 

my eye height, and because he was already about to throw me, and in 

order to not be thrown I held onto that hanging scroll, (points towards the 

wakibashira [6]) there, and I broke it like that. (cries) 

221 MASTER  This cannot be, you ripped my treasured hanging scroll to pieces.  

222 JIRŌ  As I turned, I heavily fell down onto that tea bowl. (points towards the 

metsukebashira [7]) It became fine dust like that. (both cry violently) 

223 MASTER  Oh my great Buddha, you even turned my treasured bowl into fine dust. 

You two are not people that I can let live. 

224 TARŌ  We knew that we ought not to live, we ate the busu to die together, (to 

Jirō kaja) right, Jirō kaja.  

225 JIRŌ  Oo. 

226 MASTER  (looking into the container) This cannot be, all the busu is gone. Then 

you are detestable people. (takes off one sleeve from the kataginu) 

227 TARŌ  After one bite, we could not die, 

228 JIRŌ  Even after two bites, we did not die, 

229 TARŌ  Three bites, four bites,  

230 JIRŌ  Five bites, 

231 TARŌ  Up to ten bites, (from this point the two stand up and start dancing) 

232 TARŌ AND JIRŌ    Even though we ate until it was all gone, we luckily did not die. What, 

we did not let death take us. (while dancing around, both hit the master’s 

head with their fans, and laugh loudly) 

233 MASTER  Are you that tough!? (raises his fan over his head) 

234 TARŌ  Ah, forgive us, forgive us. (runs away) 

235 MASTER  You, where are you going?! Those fools, someone catch them! Stay 

there! (chasing after) 

 


